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I N T ROD U C T ION

In this paper, assessment of damages in tort is
to be discussed. In every tort case there are thr~e
issues to be looked at. The first issue is whethe~
there is a breach of a legal duty or ~fuether a
defendant committed a tort agains~ the plaintiff.
This \<louldestablish the defendant's initial
liability. Secondly, if the defendant is liable,
then for what consequences of his conduct can the
plaintiff recover? This involves the principle of
remoteness of d~age. Thirdly, the court is con-
cerned with the amount of compensation whi.ch can be
recovered for the consequences or losses wh i ch have
already been established to be not too remote. In
this paper we are mainiy concerned with the third
question that is: measure of damages.

Since it is not an easy task to reach a conclu-

sion as to what is the for~ula for assessing damagES
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in any tortious act commit t.ed s- I am merely
endeavouring to convey to the reader the know.Led ge
I have gathered from my study of that tonic
through books and cases.

In the first chapter of this paper the purpose
of tort, that is the adjustment and allocation
either through shifting or distribution of losses
incurred will be discussed.

In the second chapter there will be a brief
survey of compensatory and non-compensatory kinds
of damages available to the plaintiff. The third
chapter will deal with the damages for personal
injuries. Typical instances are harm-sustained in
industrial accident or in highway collisions. In
all but a few exceptional cases the victim of
personal injury suffers two distinct kinds of
damage whi ch may be classed as pecuniary and non-
pecuniary. By pecuniary damages is meant that which
is susceptible to direct translation into money
terms and includes, loss of earning and earning
capacity, and future loss of earnings l,-i~lile,non-
pecuniary damages include such immeasurable elements
as: bodily harm, pain and suffering, loss of
ammenity, loss of expectation of life and tbe like.
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In chapter four, compensation for dauage to
property has to be assessed. The basic principle
value of property which the defendant has damaged
or of which he has deprived the plaintiff, and in
addition, any necessary expans es incurred as a
direct result of the tort 'vlillbe taken into account.
The actual method of assessment must, of course,
vary according to circumstances and facts of the
cases. Lastly, the final cbapter which is the
conclusion will include, amongst other things, the
writers views and comments on the observation of
the theme of this yaper as a whole.

The writers interest in discussing this topic
has been motivated by the fact that, toduy, the
human race is passing through a new stage of its
history. Profound and rapid changes are taking
place around the whole world. Man with his creative
energies and intelligence triggers these changes and
may cause them even to recoil upon him. By affect-
ing his dreams ar.1de3ires, both illdivid~ally a~a
collectively it affects his ma~ner of thiill(ingand
acting with regard to people and objects. Hence,
one can a Lr-e ady speak of a time of social. and
cultural t r....ans.f or-mat i.on 0

As happen.s in any cr-i sis of gro>:Fch, t.hi.s t'C'8DE;-



formation has brought serious difficulties in its
wake. Faced w ith the calamities which the human
race has made possible after recourse to modern
highly mechanised industries, man has been led into
greater awareness of his responsibility to find
means of compensating those who suffer irrepairable
injuries in factories, on the roads and in the air.
The law endeavours to do this by means of assess-
ment of damages in the law of tort.

A plaintiff who brings a civil action does so
with the object of obtaining some relief or other
outcome beneficial to him. Amongst the forms of
relief relevant to the law of tort are first and
foremost, damages. Damages are compensation for
a wrong and are assessed subject to certain rules
in such a way as to make up to the plaintiff for
his loss. An ~ard of money retains its character
of damages even though there is a subjective
element in assessment. For example, in most
personal injury cases, there will be included in
the plaintiff's damages an amount in respect of
pain and suffering endured and tbe future loss of
mental or bodily faculties~ From a purely pecuniary

" "" , t +h 1·" ..•...f'f' "pOlnt of vlew, thlS may mean taa U~e p a1n01 ~ lS
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better off than before the accident; but the
compensatory principle remains intact because
judges think money is the sole instrument of
restoring the status quo; thus, the injured party
will be given reparation for the wrongful act and
for all the natural and direct consequenc cs of
the wrongfu act, as far as money can CO!.'·lsate.
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CHAPTER OI'rE

THE PURPOSE OF TORT

We should begin with the description rather
than the definition of tort," which m~ be said to
be concerned with the shifting and distribution of
those losses which are bound to occur in our socie:y.
It is obvious that in any society of people living
together, numerous conflicts of interests will
arise and that the action of one man or group of
men will from time to time cause damage to others.
This damage may take many forms: injury to the
person, physical damage to property, damage to
financial interest, injury to reputation and the
lik~ Whenever a man suffers damages, he is
inclined to look to law for redress but the
granting of redress by the law means 'chat some
person or group of persons will be required by the
law to do or refrain from doing something normally
but not invariably to pay money to the sufferer
by i::8..-;/ (If compensation ..

\-liththis in mind the purpose of tort in tbi s
paper \.)i11 be tor-satedas the study of the extent
~n wh~~h thA lRW will shift the losses sust~ined
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in modern society from the person affected to the
shoulders of one who caused the loss.

It follows, however, that no system of law
could possibly decree that whenever a man suffers
loss of damage he should ultimately be entitled to
redress.· There must be some reason in any given
case for calling upon another to provide it, or in
otherwords for shifting the loss. The Law cannot
go even so far as to order every person, who se
action may be regarded as morally culpable, to
make redress to those who suffer by it. In the
words of Lord Atkin in the case of DonoGhue vo
Stevenson.

"Acts or omissions which any moral code
would answer cannot in a practical wor-Ld

be treated so as to give a right to
every person injured by them to demand
relief. In this way, rules of Law arise
which limit the range of complainants
and the extent of 1;heir remedyll1
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It is obvious therefore that the la':[of tort
could not attempt to compensate persons for all
losses. Such an aim could not only be over
ambitious but in conflict with the basic notions
of social policy. Society has no interest in
mere shifting of losses between individuals for
its own sake. The loss has already occurred and
whatever benefit might be derived from reparing
the future of one person is exactly offset by the
harm caused by takeing that amount ai>la:yfrom another.
However, the economic assets of the community do
not increase and expense is incurred in the process
of reallocation. Hence the shifting of loss is
justified only when there exist special reasons for
requiring the defendant to bear rather than the
plaintiff in whom it happens to have fallen.

On the other hand, another approach suggests
that the proper functions of the law of tort
should be not so much the shifting as the distri-
bution of losses, typically involved in modern
living. How best to allocate these losses in the
interest of public good is the task confronting the
law of tort e This attempt has been made by loss
sleading (distribution of losses) throushinsurance
and other means.
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We have seen that no social value attaches to
shifting of loss so long as its effect is merely
to impoverish one individual for the benefit of
another. If certain types of losses are looked
upon as a more or less inevitable by-product of a
desirable but dangerous activity it may we Ll,

justly distribute its costs among all those who
benefit from that activity •. Such a basis of
administering losses has been variously described
as "social insurance", "collectivisation of
lossesfl or "loss spreading" (distribution)$ This
leads to the selection of defendants, not necessa-
rily because they happen to be morally blameworthy
but because of their superior ability to absorb tte
cost of compensation. In this,attention is focusei
on those who have ~reater capacity to bear the loss
and also who occupy the most st~ategicposition to
administer the laws by passing it into a wider sect-
ion of the public either through insurance or price
calculation.

An auxilary criterion looking much into the
same direction is "Loss pr-event Lon ? , Tile alloca-
tion of risk to a particular party may stir him to
devise more fool-proof safety precautions.. But the
cost of adapting these or alternatively the cost o~
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paying for the losses which occur as the result of

his wanting to or his being unable to reduce the

addident will raise the cost of his activity_ If he

is in business it will raise the price of his

products and thus affect his relative competri t i.ve

position. A good illustration of the above appro-

aches is furnished by ItJorkman's cornp en sa't i.on , It

was increasingly felt that instead of the wo rkman

having to subside the growth of industrial develop-

ment, at the cost of his eye or broken limbs,

industry itself should bear the cost of its accidents

by writing it off as overhead charges of its

operation. In response to this change of attitude

the first system of social insurance was inaugura-

ted whereby the casuaties of accidents suffered

in the course of employment became entitled to

compensation regardless of whether negl$Gence in

a conventional sense could be established or not.

Liability for compensation was placed on the employers

who in turn had to cover himself against the risk

by compulsory insu~ance. This meant that responsi-

bility for industrial accidents was not simply allo-

cated to the employer on account of his superior

risk bearing capacity, but also that he vrou Ld be

able to pass it to the public at large thl'01..',gh
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charges of service through public utilities, or
prices of goods manufactured in case of products
of factories , or prices of goods in agriculture
raised. The above development is noViusually
justified by proclaiming that it is not the
function of tort law to fix liability Hhere liabi-
lity ought to be fixed, but to spread the laHs
arising from injury as widely as possible by
casting it upon society as a whole rather than
upon the person injured. Thus it is argued that
the law of tort should deal not so much vIith the
shifting as with the distribution of losses,
typical in an industrial society. Attention
should be directed not only to those who have
the greater capacity to bear laws but also to
those who are in a position to spread it by
passing/into the public by way of increased lit
prices or insurance premium.

The existence of insurance has the effect
that an adverse jUdgement no longer merely shifts
the loss from one individual to another, but
tends to distribute it among all policy holders
carrying insurance on this type of risk. Thus
Lnsuz-anc e spreads the loss on those who are
best able to bear it. As such, the person cited
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as the defendant is in reality only a nominal par~y
to the litigation, a mere "conduct through whom
this process of distribution starts to f Low s "

The fact that some of .the benefits through t ai.s
device of industry insurance are already being
attained under our traditional rules of tort law,
suggests several o~servations. In the first place,
insurance cover eliminates completely 1:ihatever
admonitary effects an adverse verdict ';Jouldother-
wise have had in deterring reasonable dangerous
conduct. There is no evidence, however, that this
has fostered irresponsibility. On the cont~ary
the steady proportional decline in the accident
rates, both on the roads and in factories points
to the conclusion that the assumed deterrent ~~lue
of tort damages has been some-what ove~~ted &r.i
that accident prevention can be as effectively
promoted by other pressures which have not been
effected by the preference 6f insurance. Second:y,
it may be asked to what extent,if at all,the
courts have adapted themselves to this new situa-
tion? From the point of view of orthodox legal
theory, the impact of Lnsur-anc e is quite fr2....Y)kly
ignorei. A contract of .i nderarri ty is treated. as a
matter between the insurance and a stranger and is
of DC concern as other litigants. Ind~ed the
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existence of insurance from being considered rele-

vant is inadmissible in evidence and its disclosure

may provide ground for trial because of its appre-

hended prejudicial effects on the jury. Neverthe-

less, insurance of itself is not a reason for

imposing liability. Chamberlain, J. said in the

case of Executor Trustee & Agency Co. Ltd. v. Hearse:

"There is reason to believe that the
chain which binis the wrong-doer to
his responsibility may have acquired
a little extra tensile strength since
the advent amongst other things of
compulsory insurance and contributions
from tortfeasors. 1.v'hatever the theo-
ratical position the fact of widely
held insurance has produced substan-
tial changes in the actual operation
of the law of to:'tlt~

Most important bas been the stimulus it has

given to stricter, if not strict liability. Thus

in those fields of accident law where insurance is

either compulsory or very widespread as in industr~al

and mortal accidents there has been a steady rise

in the standard of care exacted from defendants to

a degree that makes the distintian between negli-

genee and strict liability often almost illusory.

Jurists are well aware of the realities of the

situation and nay scant attention to oxculua~ory•.. "., .....
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pleas by defendants in the knowledge that the deep
pocket of the insurance companies will ultimately
defray the costs of compensation. Concurrently
defences to liability like voluntary assumption of
risk, common employment and contributory negligence
have been progressively narrowed or completely
eliminated. The combined effect of these develop-
ments has been a substantial re-allocation of risks
in a manner conducive to effective collectivisation
and distribution of accident losses in the situation
affected.

Liability insurance is not the only road to
risk pooling. Its greatest drawback as a system
to compensation is its link to tort liability. The
benefits being contigent on a prior deter~i~~tion of
tort responsibility are often complex, con" ious
and protracted. This is not only directly ~~ejudi-
cial to the accident victim but vastly increases the
cost of the system so much so that more than half
the premium is lost to administrative exr~nses.
Despite these defects, insurance satisfies, on the
one hand the need tommpensate the victim and to
protect him against the impecunious def€:D.dant. On
the other hand, insurance also prevents anyone
person from being crushed financially by having to
pay heavy damages.
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So far we have considered shifting and re-
allocation of losses suffered by the plaintiff, to
the defendant. The losses to which VIe have referred
are in reality the damages that the plaintiff
incurres.

Damages a~e the pecuniary compensation
obtainable by success in an action for a wrong
which is a tort; the compensation being in the form
of a lump-sum which is awa'rd ed and is expz-essed in
Kenyan currency. The heads or elements of damage
recognised as such by law, are divisible into two
main groups; pecuniary and non-pecuniary losses.
The former comprises all material and financial loss
incurred, such as loss of business, profits, or
expenses of medical treatment. The latter includes
other losses such as physical pain, or injury to
feelings. The former being a money loss is capable
of being arithmetically calculated in money, even
though the calculation must sometimes be a rough
one where there are difficulties of proof. The
latte~ howeve~ is not easily calculatable in terms
of money~
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The question then arises: What is the objec:
of the award of damages? Ordinarily an awar-d of
damages is made in order to compensate the pLa i.rrt if f

for his injury. He is entitled to danages for any
item of loss he may have suffered, provided that :t
is not too remote, therefore "so far as possible ~o
make good to him the financial loss whi.chhe has
suffered and will probably suffer as a result of
the wrong done to him for which the defendant is
responsible", is primarily the object of such
an award. It gives the plaintiff compensation for
the damage loss, or injury be has suffered. ~eve~-
theless, prodf of causal conDection does not ensure
success [lorthe plaintiff. He must have suffered
harm of the kind that is within the scone of a
particular wrong, for the damages for 'dhich a
plaintiff is entitled to receive from the defendaL:
in respect of a wrongful act must be recover~d once
and for all. He cannot bring a second action on tje
same facts simply because his injury proves to be
more serious than :.;asthought when juCl[;llentViaS
given. As such there are then clear and established
principles governing these elements of , 4 • .,c..amages '..m12.:1

are attributable to the ~efendants act ~-::,nd.. recover-

~ble in any particular course of action" In aIL
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actions, whether inccontract or tort, vri. th regard
to quantum of damages one over-riding principle
governs the measu~ement of damages; ~uoting Lord
Blackburn in the case of Livingstone v. Railyards.

"where an~ injury is to be compensated
by damages, in settling the sum of
money to be given for reperation of
damages, you should as nearly as
possible get at a sum of money which
will put the party who has been
injured or who has suffered, in the
same position as he would have been
in, if be had not sustained the
wrong for which he is now getting
compensation or reperationfl•3
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CHAPTER TWO

KINDS OF DAI'lAGES

The usual remedy in tort is the awar-d of a
sum of money by way of damages said to be at large
in the case of all torts. Although the interest
promoted may not have a cash value, the court is
free on proof of the commission of tort, to award
substan~ial damages or nominal, special or general,
contemptuous~ aggravated, parasitic, exemplary or
punitive.

a) NOJ"lINAL DArlAGES:

Nominal damages are s~2111 SUDEof money, awarded
not as compensation but solely because the plaintiff
has proved a tort having been committed against him
for instance in case of trespass to land, there is
no physical damage to the land or any loss to the
plaintiff.
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Nominal damages will be awarded either whe r-e

the court decides in the light of all the facts
that a damage has been sustained, or wher-e a
plaintiff whose rights have been injured fails to
prove that he has sustained actual damage. Ordina-
rilly nominal damages are given only in respect of
torts actionable per see

In tbe case of Ashby v. White4 for instance
wbere a returning officer failed to register a
duly cast vote of the plaintiff, it was held tbat
tbe plaintiff could properly be awarded nominal
damages although there was no actual damage and
the candidate for whom the vote was rejected was
duly elected.

Similarly in Constantine v. Impe~ial Lo~don
Hotels Ltd5 the plaintif:t;jwellknown Hest Ind.ies fa
Cricketer was refused admission to defendants'
botel without reasonable cause. He sVJfered no
special damage - still the court held his exclusion
was tortious and he could recover nominal daraages
of five guineas only~
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Thus, nominal damages are then a means of
rendering an adverse judgment against the violation
of a right even when it is proved that no loss has
been caused.

Since every injury imports a damage, the
plaintiff is entitled to receive nominal damages
from the defendant. Thus a plaintiff claiming
damages must prove his case. To justify an awar-d

of substancial damages he must satisfy the court
both as to the fact of damage and as to its
amount. If he satisfies the court on neithe~ his
action will fail or at most he will be awar-ded

nominal damages where a right has been injured. If
the fact of damage is shown but no evi.d ence as
to its amount is given, so tl .t it is 'v\~'tually
impossible to assess damages, this wil ~_c;enerally
permit only an award of nominal damages. On the
other hand where it is clear that some substancial
loss has been incurred~ the fact that an assess-
ment is difficult because of the nature of the
damage is no reason f'o r awar-d.i ng no damages, The
fact that damages cannot be assessed with certainty
does not relieve the wrong-doer of the necessity to
pa:r damages.
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b) General and 8necial Dama~es:

Special damages on the other hand has to be
proved at the trial. The actual damage has to be
proved. This actual damage is what is often called
"special damage". It must be substancial damage
capable of pecuniary assessment. Such things as
loss of a.ccrude earnings or medical expenses whicc
need only to be added up to be ascertained are in
this category. For example, if the plaintiff's
injury interfer~with the ability of his earning a
living, he is entitled to damages for loss of
earningst actual and prospective. ActuaL loss of
damage which has already accrued at trial is classed
as IIspecial damage It, and will normally be calculated
simply by reference to the period of disability anj
the pre-accident rate of ear-n; -. Future loss c anno t

howeve r be easily calculated cr.c auae of the many
imponderables which enter into the assessment and,
it is therefore classed as If General Danagesl!. The
court must estimate the period of futu:-e disability
and the plaintiff's probable rate of e2~ninss, to
arrive at a lump-sum, and this must then be discoun-
nted to allow for the fact that he receives a lu~p-
sum instead of payrae rrt s spread ovez- a pSl'iod of
time, and for the normal vicissitudes of life.
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Therefore general damages is the kind of damage
whLch the law presumes to flow from the wr-ong
complained of. They are awarded in respect of
losses such as: Loss of reputation, pain and
suffering or loss of future earnings which are not
precisely calculable, and which fail to be quanti-
fied by the court or jury, and they are sometimes
referred to as being lIatlarge".

On the contrary, special damages are the parti-
cular damages which result from the particular
circumstances of the case and of the plaintiffs
claim to be compensated for which he o.ught to give
warning in his pleadings in order that there may
be no surprise in the trial.

6The case of \-!anzaNdon;Tev. GeoL'~e Okoth does
illustrate appropriately the distinction between
special and General damages. Here, the plaintiff,
a pedestrian was run over by the defendant one
morning as she was crossing the road. The defendant
rushed her to hospital where she was acl.ulitted.for
four months.. The plaintiff brcught an action for
damages and the court held that both she and the
defendant ver-eliabI (" io.'!.' cont.r-Lbut.o ry negligence
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for the commission of the accident. The ratio of
their liability was 20% for the plaintiff and 8~~
for the defendant. Thus the plaintiff \\TaS awarded
3,000 shillings for special damages agreed by both
parties and 80,000 shillings for general damages
which with one fifth reduction for her OvID negligence
would then amount to shillings 64,000/=. The judg-
ment was entered for the plaintiff for shillings
67,000 in all.

c) Contemptuous Damages:

The amount awarded in contemptuous d.amages
indicates that the court has formed a very low
opinion of the plaintiffs bare legal claim or, that
his conduct was such that he deserved at any rate
morally, what the defendant did to him. Damage s
of this kind may imperil the plaintiffs chance of
getting his costs for, although costs nowadays
usually follow the event of the action, yet the
award is at the discretion of the judge.

A Ugandan case, Njaraketa v. D.O. r-le;Lical
Services7 is a good illustration wherein contemp-
tuous damages were awarded. Here the appellant had
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a malignant growth on his leg and the doctors found

it necessary to amputate his leg to save his life.

The plaintiff at first consented but later withdrew

his consent for amputation. Nevertheless his leg

was amputated and nis life was saved. Surprisingly

the patient brought an action against the doctors

for having amputated his leg without his consent.

The court held that the doctors were indeed liable

for trespass to his person but nonetheless, the

appellant suffered no damages for were it not for

the amputation of his leg his children would be

fatherless and his wife a widow. Therefore the

appellant was awarded one cent only as contemptuous

damages, the court having formed a very 10v1 opinion

of the appellant's bare legal claim.

d) Aggravated Dama~es:

In each case evidence will be permitted

in the circumstances accompanying the commission of

a tort for which damages at large is a head of

permissible d amage s , \.Jhenthat evidence tendsto

show that a higher sum of damages will be appro-

priate, that higher award is often called lIaggravated

damages II,not being some separ-ate head of c.s.:::.ages.

These damages will be important in, caUS8S of

action such 8S adultery and defamation whi.cn recol-

nise th ese heads of damages. Similarly cor-i.a i.n
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heads of damages such as compensation for.humilat:on
and insult lend themselves most readily to claims of
aggravated damages. Thus aggravated damages as s~ch
"is not a term of art" it merely describes a term of
quality of those heads of damage_which are at large.
Anyhow these aggravated damages are trully compen-
satory being given for the injury to the plaintif:'s
proper feelings of dignity and pride. However, tte
term aggravated damages could be used in another
sense. If further damages claimed arose out of
the original wrong which the plaintiff pleaded, he
could recover further damages which aggravated "the
wrong even though, there could also have been
recovered in some seperate cause of action. In
this area, aggravated damages overlap uarasitic
damages e

In other instances, however, the courts have
awarded exemplary damages where aggravated damages
could not be established.
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e) Parasitic Damage~:

Tbe scope of parasitic damages in the law of
torts cannot exactly be defined, but it is claimed
that, sometimes heads of damages other than those
which the tort conceives bas been primarilly designed
to protect, may be recovered. The term "parasitic
damages" is usedLa head of damage wbich if it were las

the only head of damage proved, in respect of a
particular tort, would not be recoverable but which
becomes recoverable for that tort if some other
head of damages is also proved. Lord Buckley in
Horton v. Goldyn7 in an attempt to identify the
role of parasitic damages in the law of tort said:

"If an actionable wrong bas been done
to the claimant, he is entitled to re-
cover all the da~age resulting from
that wrong, and nonetheless., because
he would have had no right of action
for some part of the damage if the
wrong had not also created a dG"'llBG8
wh i.ch was actionable: II
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f) ExemRlary Damages:

In any case in wh i ch damages are at large,
where they cannot be precisely calculated in money
terms, the court may take into account the motives
and conduct of the defendant and, where this
aggravate the plaintiff injury, the damages will
be correspondingly increased. These "increased
damages other than the normal compesantory damages
could be c lassi fied as either 11 aggravated damages
or exemplary or puuitive damagesl1

• The essential
formal distinction between these two kinds of
damages, is that aggravated damages purport to
measure -harm however intangible to the plaintiff,
whereas exemplary damages are related solely to the
defendant's for, "to sustain an award of exemplary
damages, the defendant must have intended to annoy,
abuse, or insult the plaintiff, or have behaved in
an insolent or arrogant manner so that it is
desirable to punish or make an example of him.
Reckless disregard amounting to insult is enough,
but probably not mere recklessness". 9

The primary object of an award is to compen-
sate the plaintiff for the harm dO::Jeto him: A
possible secondary object is to punish the defend-
anti for his conduct in inflicting that harm;
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"Such a seconday object be achieved by
awarding in addition to the normal
compensatory damages, damages which
are variously called: Exe~plary
damages, punitive damages, vindictive
damages even retributory da.magestl;O

and comes into play whereas the defendant conduct

is sufficiently outrageous to await punishment as

it discloses malice, fraud cruelty, insolence or t~e

like. Therefore exemplary damages are not compensa-

tory but are awarded to punish the defendant: In :he

words of Pratt L.C.J.;

"Damages are designed not solely to
injured person but likewise as a
punishment for the guilty, to deter
him from any such proceeding in the
future and, as a proof of the detesta-
tion of the jury to the action itself.~1

Exemplary da~ages are awarded to achieve

the following objects; proper satisfaction for the

urge of revenge felt by the victims; punish the

wrongdoer to atone for his wrong doings; deter the

defendant from repeating his wrong; make an exarnp Le

of t he defendant to dete r others from ccnnrit t i.ng t ; e
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defendant's behaviour.

In so far as the object of exemplary damages

to punish, the calculation of the amount to be

awarded must clearly be based on criteria different

from those employed in the calculation of the compen-

satory damages.

12In Rookes v. Banard \\fberea plaintiff

a skilled draftsman employed by the British Air-

waYs Corporation in their design office at London

airport for nine years, resigned his membership

of the Association of Engineering and Shipping

Building Draftsman, a registered trade Union; but

he continued to work in the office "a closed shop".

The union members informed the corporation that

they would withdraw the labour unless the plaintiff

was removed from the office within three dayse

As a result, the corporation being a£raid that

members of other unions wo uLd strike in sympathy

with those in the design office, suspended the

plaintiff immediately and, two months later,

dismissed. him. In an express contra.ct of an

employment agreement between the employers and tbe

employees, no lockouts or strikes were to take

place and, all disputes were to be referred to
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arbitratione As such, the threat by the union
members to withdraw labour was illegal, not confor-
ming to the terms of the contract agreement.

The plaintiff brought an action for damages
against the defendants for using un Lavrf'u L means to
induce the corporation to terminate its contract of
service with him, and/or conspiring to have him
dismissed by threatening the corporation with strike
actions if he were retained. On appeal in the
House of Lords, the defendants were found liable of
having committed the tort of intimidation (though
not an established tort) by threatening to breach
their contract, being an unlawful means to achieve
their object yet, their action was done in furtber-
ance of a trade dispute.

This case established that exemplary damages
should be awarded in the following types of cases:
(a) where there is appresive, arbitrary or uncon-
stitutional act by government servants; (b) where
the defendants conduct had been calculated by him
to make a profit for himself whi.c h might weLl,

exceed the com-rensationnavab1e to the Dlaintiff;.. ..... v _.

and (c) Hhere exemplary damages are expressly
aut.ho r-is.ed by statute" Neither exemp Lany nor
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aggravated damages could be awarded to the plaintiff
as the circumstances and facts of these cases could
not fit any of the three principle rules under which
exemplary damages are awarded, or in the general
requirements for an award of aggravated damages.
Therefore, a new trial for damages was order to
invite the jury to look at all the surrounding
circumstances and award an amount which approxi-
mated the pecuniary loss proved by the plaintiff.

In Rooke's case Lord Devlin stated three
considerations which mould always be born in mind
when awards of exemplary damages are in issue: A
plaintiff cannot recover exemplary damases unless
he is the victim of the punishable behaviour; The
awards should be moderate; The means of the parties;
for a small exemplary awar-d wou Ld go unnoticed by

the rich defendant while a moderate awar-d might
cripple a poor defendant, so that the size of the
defendant's bank balance to influence the size of
the award is fully appropriate. To su~ up, the
exemplary damages being a feature of tort law can
be awarded in three main categories of cases. Two
of these categories are a common law feature and the
second one is of major significance in the modern
s oc i.et i.es , The three cases are; express authorisa-·

~-)'Ol' 'r>y st atut e 'I'hi s .i,s s aLf'<e xp Lan at or'y by and\.. _ 1 • ;j Lo 'J • t::: c ~ v ~ __'-' ~ ~ ~ I
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as such much discussion on it is thereby limited.

First common law category. Here the govern-
ment servants must have acted in an appressive,
arbitrary or unconstitutional manner. The justi-
fication of retaining this category in the law is
that, "here an award of exemplary damage s, as
stated by Lord Davlin in Rookes v. Barnard, can
serve a useful purpose in indicating the strength
of the law and thus affording a practical justifi-
cation for admitting into the civil ImT, a

principle which Qu~ht logically to belong to the
criminal Law , More important here is the particular
justification - which is put by ""layof contrast
between public service on one hand and private
corporations and individuals on the other. With t~e
latter, where one man is more powerful than another,
it is inevitable that he will try to use his power
to gain his ends; and if this power is much Greater
than the other's be might perhaps be said to be
using it appressively. If he uses his power
illegally, be must of course pay for his illegality
in the ordinary ways but he is not to be punished
simply because he is the most powerful. In the case
of t~e Government it i.s different for the servants
of the go ve r-nme nt RrG also the servants of the

people and the use of their p0wer must aIways be
their 'lut;y of

1~
s e rv Lc e " )• J.. t .•
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In East Africa the Uganda case of A.B. Sinda-o
v. Ankole District ,:'-d.ministration14 illustr2..tes t:'is
first common law category. Here the plaintiff
brought an action and claimed damage for wr-ongt'u l
arrest and false imprisonment from the defendant's
administrators who were vicariously liable for the
wrong doings and-torts committed by its officers end
agents. The court held that heavy awards of damages
(exemplary damages) against local administrators
may well encourage those authorities to choose,
train and control their local chiefs and officers
with more care for the public will ultimately
benefit from more complete truthful and better
trained local officials. Thus the administrators
were vicariously liable because the local
officials they appointed treated the plaintiff in
an arbitrary and unconstitutional way, resulting to
the plaintiff being awarded exemplary damages due to
their oppressive conduct as government servants.

Cases where the defendant's conduct has been
calculated by him to make profit for hi~self whict
may well exceed the compensation payable to the
plaintiff, is the second common Law category as Ls.i d
down by Rooke's case. The point he~e is that the
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defendant must not be allowed to make a profit from
his own wrongful act. This category is not confined
to money in a strict sense; As Devlin said, in Rooke's
case:

"It extends to cases where the defendant
is seeking to gain at the expense of the
plaintiff some object •••• perhaps some
property he covets •••• which he either
could not obtain at allor, not obtain
except at a price greater than he wants
to put down.,,15

In the modern society, this second common law
category is greatly applied by courts in cases of
libel, but, Widgery commented in Manson v. Associated
Newsnapers:

"The mere fact that a newspapaper is
run for profit and that everything
published in the newspaper is in a sense
wi th a view to profit, does not automa-
tically bring newspaper defendants into
the category of those who may have to
pay exem~lary damages on the footicg
that what they have done has been with
P v i ew +:0 P""'o"''; ~ ,,16......... •.... _ ....l.. J.....•..\J '1
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The conditions for the application of this second

common law category are satisfied where it can be

inferred that a newspaper has deliberately published

a statement, in the words of \.Jidgeryin Hanson 's
case:

"Cons:ious of the fact that it had no

solid foundations and with the cynical

and calculated intention to use it for

what it was worth, on the footing that

it would produce more profit than any

possible penalty in damages was likely
to be. ,,17

For the first time the case of Broome ~.

Cassel118 was held to fall within the second common

law category~ Here a distinguished naval officer

sued the publisher and author of a book telling of

a war time destruction of a navY escort convoy, and

libelous of the plaintiff in importing to him

responsibility for the disaster. The court of appeal

was satisfied that there was a sufficient calculation

of profit by both author and publisher to justify

an exemplary award. In Lord Dennings view. the

second category should be construed bodly so as to
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include all cases whether a defendant knows that
his words are or may be libelous and yet take his
chance because of the profit he ~opes to make from
the book as a whole.
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CHAPTER THREE
r.1EASUREOF DM'-:.AGES:

DAt-'lAGESFOR A PERSONAL INJURY

I. PECUNIARY.
The two distinct kinds ofdamage which the

victim of personal injury suffers may be classed as
pecuniary and non-pecuniary. The former is that which
can be tr~slated in money terms and includes loss of
earnings or 10s3 of future earnings; while the latter
includes such immeasurable damages elements as pait\
and suffering, loss of amenities and loss of expect-
ation of life, to mention only a few

\

Pecuniary Damages:

The two aspects of pecuniary damage that will
be discussed in this paper are (i) loss of earnings or

earning capacity.
{ii)medical hospital

and nursing expenses.

I LOSS OF EARNING OR EARNING CAPACITY •..--......-' --.-~-..

In a personal injury action the plaintiff is
entitled to damages for loss of his earning and earning
capacity resulting from the injury. Both earnings
already lost by the time of trial and prospective loss
of earnings are included. ~hile the rules of procedure
require that the past loss be pleaded as a special
damage and the prospective loss as general damages,
there would appear to be no substantial difference
between the two, the dividing line depends purely
on the time when the C2se comes on for hearing. The
only difference points out that the former ar~ a
reality and the latter a mater of estimate.
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"if the plaintiff's injuries interfere with
his ability to earn his living, he is
entitled to damages for loss of earnings actual
and prospective. Actual loss of earning
which has already accrued at trial is classed
as special damage and will normally be
calculated simply by reference to the
period of disability and t~e pre-accident
rate of earning. Future loss cannot however,
be easily calculated because of the many
imponderables which enter into the assessment
and it is therefore classed as general
damage. The court nust estimate the period
of future disability and the plaintiff's
probable future rate of earnings, to arrive
at a lump-sum and this must then be
discounted to allow for the fact that he
receives a lump-sum instead of payments
spread over a period of-time and, for
the normal vissici tudes of life" 0

Loss of earnings which has already been
suffered at the time of trial is something which can
exactly be calculated and specifically claimed by way
of special damages and these damages may also include
other accrued losses such as medical expenses, or the
cost of necessary transport already incurred which
results from the wrong. Loss of accrued earning therefore
calls for no discussion.

To illustrate this point is the case of
Bhogal v. Burbdoe~O A car driven by the appellant
in which the first respondent was a passenger,
collided w~th a lorry owned by the second respondent.
As a result of this the first respondent suffered
serious injuries and at the trial the judge awarded
him K.Shs.6l,256/35 as special damages and K.Sh.300,OOO
by way of general damages, which he defined as

t-

including; pai.c and suf I'e ri nq both past and future
and loss of earninss since the date of the accident
and a manifestly reduced capacity for physical work
for the rest of h~.s life. On appeal Ha rr-fs J~ said by

way of clarification on the point of accrued loss
of earnings, thatj
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the loss of earnings since the date of the
accident until the trial should, strictly
speaking have beer: assessed seperately
as special damages. As it is we do not
know how much of the 300,000 K.Sh. awarded
as general damages relates to that loss
of earnings and how much was awarded to 21
compensate Mr •• Burbidge for his injuries. It

He decided that the amount awarded for loss of earnings
should not be disturbed but he reduced the compensation
for general damages considerably to 220,000 K.Sh.

Loss of future earnings is another matter,
for what a person would have earned but for an injury
can never be known. Yet it is a real and substancial loss.

Now the question is over what period of time
must his earning capacity be measured? Is it to be
measured over the period of time during which he would
have reasonably expected to work if the there had not
been an accident, or over the period of time he
actually lived after the accident. The courts have
been serving between these two approaches:

(a) Two approaches,

Whether the damages of or prospective loss
of earnings should be calculated by reference to
the period during which he could have expected to
work had it not been for the accident is discussed in
two outstanding cases;
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Roach v. Ya1?S22 and PODe v. W. Mur8hy and Sons Limited.23

In the first case the appellant sustained serious
brain injuries in a motor accident. As a result,
he constantly needed two attendants to look after
him. His wife and sister-in-law gave up their jobs
to do this. To calculate the loss of wages Slesser
L.,J. was of opinion that the appellant's normal
expectation of life was 30 years so he should be
awarded the amount of wages he would have earned
throughout this period a deduction for the normal
cOntigencies of life having been substracted. In
addition to this the cost of maintenance of his reduced
expectation of life to 16 years must be given at about
£3 per week. This view was more clearly expressed
by James L.J. in the following words;

:'Tlleproper direction to the jury, as it
seems to me, would have been to tell them
to calculate the value of the income as a
life annuity, and then make an allowance for
its being subject to the continopncies of
the plaintiff's retiring, failing in his
practice and so forth."24

The decision therefore was that the plaintiff should
be awarded the wages he would have earned in his
natural and normal expectation of li~~ a~j not only
for the nu~ber of years he actually lived after
the acci den t .•
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In the second case the plaintiff
incurred injuries as a result of a head on collision
with the defendant's car driven by a third party.
Therefore he brought an action for his shortened ~
expectation of life and for loss of future earn-
ings. Here again the court was of the opinion that
damages in respect of prospective loss of wages
should be the sum which the plaintiff would have
earned, for what, but for the accident would have
been his normal life, subject to certain deductions,
to quote Streatfield J.,

"that the measure of damages is the probable
income that the plaintiff would have had
during his normal earning life, subject
of course to the ordinary deductions in
respect of the ordinary charges and chances
of life".25

It was thus held that the proper approach
to the question of loss of earning capacity was one
which compensated the plaintiff for what he had
infact lost; That what he had lost in this case
were the pnospective loss of earnings for the remainder
of his normal expectation of vJorking life9 Accordingly,
it was wrong to li~it the damages for loss of future
earnings to the period of the shortened expectation
of life.
(ii)(a) Secene apnroach:

Now coming to the second to the second approach
that the plaintiff can recover only in respect of the
period of his reduced expectation of life; The case
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in point is that of Rose v. Ford.26 Due to the
negligence of the defendant, a young woman Rose
was seriously injured in a motor accident including
a combined fracture of her right leg and thigh. Two
days later gangrene set in, and it became necessary
to amputate the leg. But the injection had already
spread above the point of severance, and two days
later she died as a result of the injury, having been
unconscious the greater part of the four days she
survived the accident. Her father as her administrator
brought an action claiming damages (inter alia) under
the Law Reform (miscellaneous provisions) Act 1934
for the shortening of her life expectation. In this
case however the issue of loss of earning was not in
issue but it laid dOUR the princi~)le of-a plaintiff
recovering damages only for the days he survived
after the accident. It was held that as the
deceased survived the accident for two days, she
would have been entitled to nonimal damages in respect
of these two days only. A similar view was adopted
in the case of Oliver vo Ashman.27 He~e a boy aged
twenty months received a serious brai Injury in a
motor accident due to the admitted n~ ~_genceof the
defendants. As a result of the injur)- the boy became
ment~lly defective, requiring constant care, control
and medical supervision and such re-cducation as was
possible. His life expectation was also reduced from
about 60 to 30 years~ In considering his future loss
of earnings, it was contended that he would only be
allowed to recover the lost wages limited only to the
30 year period he was expected to live. The case of
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Harris v. Bright's ASDhalt Contractors Ltd.28
is by far the best illustration in this area. The
plaintiff fell from a roof receiving serious
injuries on his body. He was 35 years at the time
of the accident and he brought the action two years
latter claiming damages for his shortened expectation
of lifeo On appeal the appellants argued that:

"it had never been suggested that a
claim should include an item in respect
of the possible earnings of the deceased
person throughout his normal working life.
To award damages on such a basis would
not be justified because if the plaintiff
were alive to earn the wages he would have
to support himself out of them".

Holding that the respondent's claim for loss of
earnings should be limited only to the period of two
years that he was now expected to live, it was stated:,

"Nothing can lenc;then the plaintiff's life
by the period by which it has been
shortened as a result of the accident
restitutio in that sense is impossible ~~.
and I cannot think it right that I should
give damages for loss of ea~nings for a
period during which X - hypothesis
he is not alive to earn them. If I were
to give them I would not know upon what
possible basis to assess them •••
As a dead man has not to keep himself
and cannot spend money, I should be
giving him that sum on the footing that
he was alive and able to earn the salary
when infact he would be dead, and would
not lJe able to spend it."29

Thus Slade J. held that 'a living person can, as a
matter of law, recover nothing in respect of his loss
of salary or wages between the anticipated date of
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death due to his shortened expectation of life, anc
the date to which he could have normally lived.,30

Out of these tWJ approaches the first one
supported by Roach K. Yales and F~pe v. M. Murphy
has an advantage that it does not allow the
defendant an apparent benefit from the fact that
he has caused a reduction in the plaintiff's
expectation of life. Whereas in the second approach,
the tort feasor is enabled to say, in the words
of Steatfeild J.:

"I have reduced your expectation of life,
from say, twenty years down to five. You
are entitled to a normal sum of loss of
expectation of life as such, but with regGrd
to your prospective loss of earnings you
are only entitled to claim them over the
period of time that I, the wrong doer, have
left for you. You are not entitled to clGim
in respect of the period which but for my
wrong,- you would reasonably have expected
to earn that income."31

An important adjustment that would have tc
be made in assessing damages for loss of earnings is
deduction. The problem here is in essence the need
to avoid double compensation. The issue here is,

'To what extent if any, ought a benefit
which comes to the plaintiff as a
result of the wrong to be weighed against
the loss resulting from it so as to
reduce the amount of the damages which
the defendant ought to pay?'
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There is no single answer to this question. Indeed
as will appear, different answers' have been given
in different contexts: To quote Lord Reid in Parrv v.
Deaver,

'It is a universal rule that a plaintiff
cannot recover more than he has lost but
it is well established that there is no
universal rule with regard to sums which
come to the plaintiff as a result of the
accident but which would not have come to
him but for the accident ••• The common
law has treated this matter as depending
on justice, reasonableness and public
policy". 32

.....

This being so, it will be illustrated by example

(i) Accident Insurance:

In the leading case of Bradburn v. Great
Western Railway,33 the plaintiff brought an action
to recover damages for injuries that he sustained
while he was travelling as a passenger on the
defendant's line. The issue here was whether accident
Insurance could be deducted from the compensation
awarded to the plaintiff as loss of earnings.
~t was held that a sum 9'f received by the plaintiff
in respect of an accident Insurance policy cannot
be applied in reduction of damages awarded to him
for his personal. injuries, ~igaj:t B. Said,

"the plaintiff is entitled to recover the
damages caused to him by the negligence
of the defendant and there is no reason
or justice in setting off what the plaintiff
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has entitled himself to and a contract
with third persons by which he has
bargained for the payment of a sum of
money in the event of an accident happening
to hime He does not recieve that sum of
money because of the accident but because
he has made a contract providing for the
co~tingency. An accident has to occur to
entitle him to eat but it is not the
accident, but the contract which is the
cause of his receiving it.".34

Thus the reason for the decision was that it was not
but a contract wholly independent of the relation
between the plaintiff and the defendarit which gave
the plaintiff his advantage. Therefore though the
circumstances are comparatively unusual in that the
intentional conduct that is making the contract of
Insurance precedes the contingency which leads to
the benefi t to the plaintiff nonetheless, that
intentional conduct and not the contingency of the
defendant's tort, is properly regarded as the cause
of the receipt of the benefit. Lord's Moris and Reid
contended in ~v's case that;

"The argument is in favour of non-
deduction in that even if in the result of
the plaintiff may be compensated beyond
his loss he has paid for the accident
insurance with his own money and the fruits
of this thrift and foresight should in
fairness enure to his and not to the
defendant's advantage.".35
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(ii) Pension Riohts:

Pension rights have raised controversy.
In a case where as the result of an injury the plaintiff
losses earning capacity, but also due to his consequent
physical incapacity becomes entitled to a pension,
the question arises; should the benefit of the pension
be deducted from the amount awarded in respect of the
loss of earnings? The cases present two answers. One
answer is that the value of the pension ought to be
deducted, for in Lord Moris' view in Parry's case,

"There is a firm and rationale principle
that ••• damages should be assessed so
that an injured person will receive such
sum of money as will represent the actual
loss that has resulted to him •••"36

If then he is allowed both full damages for loss of
earning capacity and his pension too, he receives
more than he would have received but for the wrong.
He becomes doubly compensated and the rationale
principle is disregarded. The other answer is that
a pension is something remote from the wrong, something
which arises from his employment as an added
remuneration over and above his agreed pay making it
a seperate part of his contract analogus to insurancee
It follows according to this view that if he is
disabled by his injury and has to give up his
employment, he raay take with both, Lords damages and
pension too. This latter view has now prevailed for
it was cdopted in f2.L~. Cleaver.37 The plai::tiff,
a police constable, aged 35 was severely injured by
a motor car driven negligently by the defendant.
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As a result this entitled him as of right to a pensi~n
on being discharged from the police force for
disablement. He therefore received a pension payable
throughout his life. The full scope of this decisic~
however, is not perhcps, entirely sure, because it
turned only upon the matter of a disability pension
a~d avenues were left for distinction. But in
c-~~- 1 it seems that the ruling was that pension
righLs whether under a contributory or under a non-
contributory scheme, whether as a mater of binding
obligation upon the employer or discretionary are
to be disregarded; so that no deduction is to be
made in respect of them as against a claim for

lost earnings.

(iii) ~ents by Third Parties:

The Courts appeared never to have taken
into account in the assessment of damages for loss
of earning capacity money gratuitously confered
from private services upon the plaintiff as a
mark of sympathy and assista~ce. This approach is

38fully supported in Parry's Case by majority and
minority alike; Lord Reid said;

"It wouLd be revol ting to the ordinary
man's sense of justice and therefore
contrary to public policy that the sufferer
should have his damages reduced so that
he would gain nothing from the benevolence
of his friends or relations or of the
public at large, and t~at the only gaine~
would be the wrong doer~"39
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The best illustration in case law comes from
North Ireland. In Redbath v. Belfast and County
Down Railway,40 the plaintiff, a victim of the
railway disaster had received money from a distress
fund to which the public had made voluntary
sUbscriptions and the court refused to make any
deduction for the money so received. Andrews C.J.
in a passaged cited by Lord Reid in Parry's Case
stated:-

"It would be startling to the subscribers
to that fund if they were to be told that
their contributions were really made ease for
".;case and for the benefit of the
negligence of the railway company."4l

for if they were, then,
The inevitable consequence in the case
of future disasters of a similar character
would be that the springs of private
charity would be found to be largely
if not entirely dried up."42

The comment of Shall J. in Jones v. Prunnel143
is appropriate here.

"The law seems to me to have endeavoured to
form a moral judgment as to whether it is
fair and reasonable that a defendant
should have the advantage of something that
has accrued to the plaintiff by way of
recoupment or other benefit, as a result
of the defendant's infringment of the
plaintiff's right."44
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(Lv ) Income Tax:

The case of British Transport Company v.
GQ..vley45 is the outstanding authority here. The
plaintiff had been permanently disabled as a
result of an accident caused by the negligence of
the defendants. In awarding damages for loss of
earnings the defendants contended that income tax
should be deducted before the plaintiff could be
given the amount due to him. Thus the only
question was whether the amount of damages awarded
for a loss of earnings should take into account the
income tax and surtax which the plaintiff would
have had to pay if he had continued at work. In
the house of Lords, coun~d for the defendant argued,

"excluding cases of Penal or exemplary
damages, the rule is that where injury
is to be compensated by damages the tribunal
assessing them should as nearly as possible
arrive at a sum which would put the injured
party to the same position financially as
he could have been in if he had not
sustained the Lnj ury , ~'iheredamages Lnv oLve
a pre-estimate of possible future earnings
one should take into account the tax which
could have been payable on them."46

It was further argued,
"The plaintiff must b0 compensated for
what he has infact lost. In cases of tort
the only damages recoverable are those
directly attri outabLe to it. He may yet
less than a ccmplete indemnity but in no
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circumstances can he get more. What he is
to be compensated for in the case of loss
of earnings capacity due to physical
injuries is loss of his capacity to earn
which is a capital asset. The compensation
will be the value to him of the lost
earning caDacity and nothing more. The gross
amount _ of money which he could have
earned would not be fair compensation
it is part of the evidence from which
unfair compensation may be deducted. The
loss can only be measured by taking into
account the diminution of the fruits of
his work which could have occured if he had
not been injured. If the compensation were
assessed on the basis of those earnings
without any diminution for income tax and
surtax the plaintiff could be receiving
more than he could have received if
he had not been injured and so could be
put in a more beneficial state."47

Counsel for the appellant were of the opinion that
one cannot earn money without having to pay income
tax and therefore it must be taken into account ·the
insurance cases being irrelevant;

"The object of awarding damages for personal
injuries is to compensat~ the injur6d
person for what he has lost in the past and
is likely to lose in the future. All that
the plaintiff has lost in the past and is
likely to lose in the future is the
amount of his earnings less tax. The true
way to compensate him is to give him the sum
equivalent to what he would have enjoyed
from his earnings after paying the liabilities
attached to these earnings. To do this
otherwise could be to enebLe hi-m t,o make a
profit out of his injuries~"i!8



"should the benefits derived from the
state replacG the right to damages?
Or should they on the other hand be
alternative to the common law claim?
Should they perhaps be regarded as
whoLLy collateral, 50 as to let the
plaintifr take with both hands1
Should there be a Compromise where~y the
state ben0fits count against the
damages so as to reduce them, ~ut
not t.o extinguish them entirely?:',49
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The House of Lords decided the case in favour of
the appellant holding in assessing damages for
permanent loss of earning capacity or loss of
earnings in an action for personal injuries an
allowance must be made for the tax which would have
been payable on the earnings which the plaintiff
would have otherwise obtained. This condition is
applicable subject to these two conditions. In
calculating~damages reference is made to income
which could be taxable, and, the sum awarded by
way of damages is by law or by concession of the
litigants based on inland revenue practice not
taxable because it is deemed to represent a
capital sumo

(v) Social Security

The advent of large scale-national
insurance and social security introduced by the
national Insurance Legislation from 1946 has
inevitably affected the law in this field. The
issues here are;
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This problem has troubled both parliament and
the Courts.

Parliaments treat the challenge by adopting
though only partially, and within a limited
sphere the fouth solution. It is provided by the
Law Reform (personal injuries) Act 1943 section
2 (i) that;

"In an action for personal injuries, there
shall in assessing those damages be taken
into account, against any loss of earnings
or profits which have accrued or probably
will accrue to the injured person from
the injuries, one half of the value of any
rights which have accrued or probably
will accrue to him therefrom in respect
of industrial injury benefit sickness
(or invalidity) benefit for the five years
beginning with the time the cause of
action accrued."

It would have been thought this subsection
would at least necessitate the judge s~perating his
award f or "loss of ea.rnings" from other heads of
damage, but the legislature saw a particular virtue
in excusing the judge this task by adding;

"'1'hissubsection shall not be taken as
requiring both the gross amount of the
damages before taking into account the
said rights and the net amount after
taking them into account to be found
seperately .."50

Some have treated thE expression "loss of
earnings" as indicating that d.amages cannot be
awarded for loss of earning capacity. Others
have held that the expression excludes loss that i1.

plaintiff might incur t.hrouqh being a handicap on



the labour market. Neither view seems tenable. The
concern of the section is to define not the
recoverable heads of damage, but only those heads
of damage from which the deduction of one half is
to be made. And if in the event of a recession
the plaintiff is likelY,because of his injuries to
be employed sooner than an ordinary person in his
trade the Court's estimate of ~he cash value of that
likelihood falls within the expression "loss of
earnings." If it should be English law of that
damages for loss of earning capacity beyond loss of
earnings are recoverable then this section does
not prevent that excess from being recoverable.
It merely provides that insurance benefits shall
not be deducted from that excess •. Sometimes the
plaintiff is awarded a lump-sum disablement gratuity
in respect of a permanent partial incapacity. The
deduction must then be such sum as would bear the same
proportion to help the gratuity as that part of
the five years from the accident which remained
unexpired when the gratuity was paid to the
plaintiff's expectation of life.

(2) MEDICAL HOSPITAL AND NURSING EXPENSES

The plaintiff is entitled to damages for the
medical expensses reasonably incurred by him as a
result of the injury. These damages may be awarded
in respect of both past and future medical expenses
and may include the cost of; medical treatment, atte-
ndance of dastors and nurses1 medicine and appliances',
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hospital fees, transportation to hospital nursing
attendance between the place of injury and the
plaintiff's home. Whilst injury may cause loss of
earnings, it may also neceseitate extra expenses
expenses arising from the injuries which have accrued
by the time of trial may of cause like accrued loss
of earnings, be pleaded as special damages and
recovered as such. But here again future expenses
like future earnings are strictly incalculable ar.d
the assessment of damages in respect of them, is
similarly beset by complications and uncertainty so
that once more the multiphy method is used. Typical
expenses are the cost of future nursing and medical
care. However the nursing and medical a1tention have
to be assessed by a different multirly method
depending upon the duration of the injury and this
should not affect the award of future loss of
earnings which has been calculated by a different
and independent multiply method.

If a plaintiff has incurred medical or
hospital expenses before trial he will still be
able to recover them even though he would have
obtained free faculties under the Natlonal Health
Services Act, provided that the ~xpenses are in
other respects reasonable. In Oliver v. Ashaman51
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where there was evidence that the plaintiff could
receive better care and medical treatment in a
state institution than at home for the rest of his
life,Parker C.J. was right when he said;

"wh er'e it is intended to find a
private institution for an inca~acitated
child although state institutions are
available and although it is probable
that the child's condition will later
be such that it will have to enter
state institution, he is entitled to
compensation for the probable cost of
private hospital treatment".S2

Benefaction may come to an incapacitated
person not in money but in kind. In particular
relatives may provide the required attendance and
so save him the expenses of a paid nurse and the
like in these circumstances it is questionable
whether a plaintiff can claim to be awarded damages
based on the value of the attendants which have
been rendered to him without changes, unless the
the benefactor has incurred positive financial loss
by giving up their employment or by himself
incurring expenses where the plaintiff's medical
expenses are paid by employer, husband or parent
upon whom rests on obligation to pay them whether
by contract or under general law. It appears that _
a plaintiff cannot include these expenses within
his or her claim for damages. This has been

01 0 , to t Of ° G KO 53de ci.de d an r c i a a on 0 a w i re an aoe v •. ~
where DiplocK J. refused a recovery of the expenses



incurred for, the plaintiff's wife's medical care,
which had been paid by her husband, in the absense
of a legal iabilitY,on the wife to pay for them.
The husband and wife had a joint bank account from
which the medical expenses of the wife's nursing
care were paid. The issue was whether the husband
had to recover these expenses as,special damages
or the wife recover them in her own right. Counsel
for the plaintiff argued for the wife;

"The mere fact that the expenses incurred
by reason of the injuries to the wife
were paid out of a joint banking account
fed by money belonging to both, although
is on equal proportions means that the
wife has suffered a loss. The balance in
the account belongs to both and had the
wife herself drawn the cheques in payment
for the expenses she could have recovered
the whoLe amount. It can make no
difference that the cheques were in fact
drawn by her husband. It is/was as much
her money as his. Alternatively one half
of the sum paid is recoverable by the
wife as her 10ss."54

Diplock J.'s argument against the wife's
recovery of the award, was that he considered that
as the husband was 2J3rds to blame for the accident
and had a legal duty, as a husband, to provide the
necessaries for his wife he should only be awarded
a ~ of the spcial damages claimed.
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This is a fair compensation atherwise the plaintiff
would have been over compensated.

In the not infrequent cases where a wife
is prepared to care for her seriously incapacitated
husband until such time as the task becomes too
great for her, after which her husband will have to
enter a home or institution, generally the damages
for the cost of outside care are calculated only
from the time when it is anticipated that the
husband will be transfered to the home or institution.
It is true that if the plaintiff were to be allowed
recovery of damages in respect of the gratuitous
extra labour taken on by his relatives he might
consider himself to be under a moral obligation or

55in Green L.J's words, in Roach v. Yal~s ;

'He could literally feel that he Jught
to compensate them for thier work. In
this case the plaintiff rendered a
helpless invalid by the injury did
indeed recover substantial damages
for the prospective cost of nursing
attendance although he was receiving
this gratuitously at the hands of
his wife and sister-in-law but these
relatives had given up paid work
inorder to care for him.'

H 'S h 'd E' 't h 56 towever ~n c ne~_~~vo lSOV~~ a con .rary
view was held by P?ul J. that, he did not think
that the test 'would be whether there was a moral
duty to payo Here the plaintiff was injured while
holidaying in Frdnce~ Her brother-in-law and his
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wife flew out there from England to assist her
back home and she claimed as part of damages
these out out of pocket expenses.
Paull J. said:..•.

"Before such a sum can be recovered, the
plaintiff must show first, that the services
rendered were reasonably necessary as
a consequence of the tort feasons tort,
secondly, that the out of pocket expenses
of the friend or friends who rendered
these services are reasonable bearing in
mind all the circumstances including
whether eXPhnses would have been incurred
had the fri~ or friends not assisted, and,
thirdly that the plaintiff undertakes to
pay the sum awarded to the friend or
friends".57

He held that the first two conditions were satisfied
and thus the plaintiff could succeed in claiming them.
The plaintiff said,

"Particularly as she speaks no French,
had of necessity to have help. She
was entitled to hire help. She could
have .0. hired an English speaking nurse
to accompany her home." 58

Paull Ja was of the opinion, relating to the third
condition, that when a friend does you a kindness,
he does this freely expecting no reward, and to
pay r.im back his out of pocket expenses for his
help would alter the character of his services.
In vipw of this he rejected this part of the claim.
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Therefore any pecuniary damage which is not
a remote consequence of the personal injuries
inflicted to the plaintiff by the defendant is
recoverable. A plaintiff who proves that he has
suffered a pecuniary loss does not fail because he
cannot quantify it precisely for pecuniary loss in-
direct conseGuence of a tort is recoverable even
though it is awarded in respect of an interest

\
which is not protected by th~t or any other tort.

~.
NON PECUfJIARY LOSSES

In a claim for damages for personal injuries,
whether caused by trespass or by negligence, or by
breach of statutory duty the damages are apart fro~
special damages, at large, and will be given for the
physical injury itself and, in case of los§ of l~mts,
disfigurement or disablement, for its effects upon
the physical capacity of the injured person, to
enjoy life, as well as for his bodily pain and
suffering and for shock or injury to health. Such
damages cannot be a perfect compensation but must te
arrived at by a reasonable consideration of all
the heads of damage in respect of which the plaintiff
is entitled to compensation and because of his
circumstances, making allowances for the ordinary
accidents and chances of life.
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Tort infact straddles all the recognised
heads of non pecuniary loss. There are several such
heads; bodily harm .00 which includes both loss
or impairment of anatomical structures (bodily
tissues) and loss or impairment of physiological
functions; Pysical pain and suffering; mental su£fering
(injury to feelings) loss of ammenities and
expectations of life; loss of society of S06use or
child. These damages are to be campensatory and are
not punitive. Their size must be in relation to
the various effects which they produce on the
plaintiff; inflation must be taken into account.

(1) BODILY HARM:

The most obvious loss in personal injuries
cases is the injury itself. The loss or impairment
of some of the physical members such as an eye, a
hand, or a leg, sums which are necessarilly
conventional (since no money will compensate the
loss of a pound or any other weight of flesh)
and which varies with the gravity of the harm and
with the importance of the me~ber Unpaired, are
awarded under this head9 But it must be appreciated
that the money does not represent the 'price' of
the 'flesh' for a man is not compensated for the
physical injury, but he is compensated for the
loss \\·~ichhe suffers as a resul t of the injury.
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.~.

(a) Loss or Imoarment of anatomical and Physiolooical
Functions:.

In personal injuries a defendant is liable
for the harm his negligence causes, not for the
harm later ensuing from the operation of a new
and independent cost. If a man who is injured is
thereby made more vulnerable to injury in the
future, that will count in assessing the damages.
The loss of one of eye increases the risk of total
blindness; but it is not to be compensated as if
it had caused the blindness that follo~ed the
blinding of the other eye by accident later. As
such the courts hold that where further injury
arises which is not ,-.caUsedby the tort in
questionf the full extent of that harm is not reco-
verable but on~e the court is satisfied that the
plaintiff is either more likely to be harmed in
the future or, if harmed likely t- suffer more
damage, the court will increase tne damages to take
account of that likelihood but no more~ The case
of Farehal Meral v. Kenatco Transnort Co.Ltd. and
Tarantini Michele59 from the high court of Kenya
illustrates this point. n ca driven by the second
defendant.an.agent of the first defendant,
collided with the plaintiff's vehicle and coused
him multiple injuries. Amongst these injuriest the
conspicous one was damage caused to the Ryes. The
left eye was now virtually a total loss~ The right
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eye after the operation to remove the broken glass
was now scarred on the cornea, and a splinter of
glass remained in the eye because removal could
cause further damage. This eye was now astigmatic
and spectacles were needed to correct this. The
possibility of the plaintiff becoming totally blind
if the right eye failed to function was taken into
account in assessing general damages.

In other instances damages have been awarded
for loss or impairment of anatomical stractures.
These include loss of a leg, an arm, the tongue, the
external ear, loss of teeth or impairment such as
damage to the spine, an arthritic knee, a limp arm,
that is, loss of use of the hand or injuries to the
wrist, and even loss of fingers. In the case of
~,Mworia v. Corugated Sheets Ltd,60 the plaintiff
lost four of his fingers when his left hand was
caught in the rollers of a roller budler machine.
The medical evidence said that the left hand was useless
and had no capacity to grip. He und~rwent threE
operations and needed to take great Jre of the strump
of amputated hand as the grafted ski, ~as very delicate.
It would take a long time to adjust to a daily
routine and work without the use of the left hand.
This being a permanent disability, the number of jobs
open to him were very few. Therefore in awarding
damages a global sum for pain and suffering which
still continues to spme degree in cold weather, loss
of amenities of life and loss of future earnings
were takent into account by Sir D. Sheridan, when
he awarded a lump sum of Sh. 76~271/B5.
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Alternatively the loss of any physiological
functions affects a seperate head of damages and are
awarded for the loss of performance of functions as
well as for loss of enjoyment. Sometimes the effect
of interference with his physiological functions is
to produce a complete change of character and
where, as in Stewart v. i'JarOffice 61 a company
director is made like an unstable defective of twelve
years, having lost that portion of the brain which
controls thought and behaviour, he is entitled
to sub~tancial damages on that account, quite apart
from those of loss of earnings and mental suffering.
Damages under this head have been allowed for loss
of hearing, loss of smell and or taste, for impairment
of speach, for inability in a male or female to
proceate, double vision, sleeplessness, infact any
loss of bodily, vigour, any impairment of function
or reduction in health standard is sufficient ground
for the plaintiff to claim damages. In Smith v.
Bren a!22.Lew~s Hosnital Manaaement Committee,62
a middle aged woman was given an overdose of strep-
tomycino This resulted to damage of her eighth
cronial nerve which affected the organs of
balance in her ears. This was an unrepairable condition
and was with her all day and every day. It would
create an impression of intoxication as things seemed to
be moving abouto She suffered permanent embarassment
and it seriously affected her social life. This
woman was awarded £2,500 (including (£686) special
damages) as compensation for impairment of her
balance system.
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(b) Pain and Suffering:

In all cases of personal injury these will
be some pain and suffering; and probably some
degree of shock. The worse the injury is, the
qreater the pain and suffering is likely to be,

The pain and suffering is now as a term of art; so
constantly has it been used by the courts and
there~ now exists no exact difference between
pain on the one hand and suffering on the other.
It has been suggested that pain is the imediate
felt effect on the nerves and brain of some lesion
or injury to a part of the body; it will include
for the purpose of damages, any pain caused by
medical treatment or physical operation rendered
necessary by the injury inflicted by the
defendant, while suffering is distress which is
not felt as being directly connected with any
bodily ccndition. Suffering would include fright
at the time of the injury, fear of future incapacity
either as to health of possible death to sanity
or the ability to make a living, and humiliation
sadness and embarassment caused by disfigurement.
An award for pain and suffering may take into
account suffering caused by the plaintiif's knowledge
that his expectation of life has been reduced and
that he must 9pend his remaining days in pain and
misery. Fu~thEr, if i~jury so disabled the plaintiff
as to lessen mor~ negatively his enjoyment of life
by impending or preventing the pursuit of his former
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activities, he may recover damages for what is now
generally termed "loss of arre n i t i e s :! , This
element could probably have been subsumed under
suffering but the courts are today intending to
erect it into a seperate head of damage, although
in practise it turns out to be little more than
a verbal distinction, whenever as is common, a
single assessment is made to cover both matters.
For instance, in the holding of Moris L.G.E. in the

f N" LL"" A" S" h 63 i tcase 0 Joroge nlOl v. rJan lng, 1 was
there stated;

"Taking into account the extremely severe
injuries suffered by the plaintiff and the
life long prospect of perpetual unemployment, im-
pair and almost complete inability to share
in the usual enjoyment of life ••• "

No attempt was made ta categorise the different
l.:...>L.

heads of damages and a lump sum of ~200,OOO for
general damages was awarded. Here the plaintiff
Njoroge Kioi who was a taxi driver for the
defendant Arjan Singh" sustained an injury to
spine. His condition deteriorated over the years
and in 1972, 5 years after the accident his
condition was described as 'a paralysed cripple

with but little power'. Therefore an action was
brought before the court for him to recover damages
f 1 ". 64or pe~sona lnJury.
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In some cases pain and suffering is related
to mental suffering. Sometimes traumatic injury
may also cause mental anguish. For instance
disfigurement and diformi ty will often be
accompanied by mental suffering for which damages

65are allowed. In Flint v. Lovell damages were
awarded for knowledge of impending death, similarly
in Davies v. Smith,66 the court expressly awarded
damages for the mental agony suffered by the
plaintiff from the knowledge that his life was
cut short.

(2) Loss of Amenities of Life

This head of non-pecuniary loss is
sometimes more aptly called lenjo)~ent of life'
or less aptly 'loss of faculty'e It embraces
everything which reduces the plaintiff's enjoyment
of life, considered apart from pain and suffering
and apart from any material loss which may be
attended upon the plaintiff's injuries which deprive
him of the ability to pursue the activities he
pursued beforehando To cite the words of Bukett

67L.J. in Manlev v. P'.l1qby_Por..:t)an:~.....f.emen~Co. Ltd.

"The man made blind by the accident will
no lo~ger be able to see rhe familiar
things he has s~en all his life; The man
who has had both legs rcm~ved will never

.again go' upon hi s wa Lki.nq excursions -
things of that kind are loss of amenities"
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In Kenya the case of Evelyn Opika v. Akam~~
~ Public Road Services Ltd. (1st defendant)
and Ndambuki Ndunda68 (second defendant) illustrates
this idea. The plaintiff was injured in a bus
accident while travelling between Nakuru and
Nairobi. Her right arm was paralysed permanently,
it has been left there as a natural limb only for
decorative pur90ses. The judge held that the
second defendant was a hundred per cent liable
for the accident, thus the 1st defendant was
more vicariously liable. In awarding general
damages the judge took into consideration pain
plus suffering, future prospects and loss of
amenities. As regards the latter, Judge Muli said:

"The woman has lost her vital right hand.
The arm is uselessa She cannot use it
even to shake hands with her friends or
to eat with it. She cannot attend to her
personal needs with it including
dressing herself up. She has and will
ccntin~e to suffer serious social
handicups. She cannot dance or swim or even
enjoy other social ft:l1ctions ..••."

He awarded her £8~500 to compensate for her
injuries.

69Lor d Rei d's opinion in ..;..\"...:;1 e~s;;..t.;;;_--.;.V....;":.-~_~;.;,h..;;e.po.;' 1.;..1 E'.;;..;;;.r.;;;d;..-
supported this decision:

"if Jchere had been no curtail.ment of his
expect2ti~n of life, t~e ~an whose
injuries are permanent has to l-::>okr orwc rc
to a life of frustration and 1:2ndlcup
and he must be compens~tRdf so fa~ 85
mo~oy C2.n do it fer t~ct ~nd fo~ t~6
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mental strain and anxiety which results •••
there are t•...IO type of compensation. One
so that the man is sim9ly being compensated
for the loss of his leg or for the impairment
of his digestion. The other is that his
real loss is not so much his physical
injury as the loss of opportunities to lead
a full and normal life which are now
denied him by his physical conditions .eo

for the multitude of deprivations and
even partly annoyances which he must
tolerate. Unless unprevented by authority
I would think that the ordinary man is,
at least often the first few months of loss,
concerned about his physical injury
than about the distructions of his normal
life. So I would think that compensation
should be based much less on the measure
of the injuries than on the extent of
the injured man's consequential difficulties
in his daily life ••• I think that there
are two elements; what he has lost and
what he must feel about it and of the
two I think the latter is gen9rally the
more important to the injured man."

Loss of amenities is an an objective matter,
and i~ divorced from the prime, non-pecuniary
category of pain and suffering with its subjective
standard. ~ith this, it was inevitable that the
subjective and objective test would clash. It
came with the case of the unconcious plaintiff, first
in v-Ji se '-,:•.Ka 'Ie 70 in the court of appeal and soon

ft . "J' Sh' d 71 th H -,- da er In ves"CVo epl1er in e ouse of .wors.
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Damages under this head will not be reduced
because the plaintiff is unconcious of his loss.
This view ~as held by Lord Moris in West v. Shepherd
when he said:

"An unconcious person will be spared
pain and suffering and will not experience the
mental anguish which may result from
knowledge of what in life has been lost or
from knowledge that life has been shortened.
The fact of unconciousness is therefore
relevant in respect of and will eliminate
these heads or elements of damage which can cnly
exist by being felt or thought or experienced.
The fact of unconsciousness does not
however, eliminate the actuality -of the
depriv~tions of the ordinary experiences
and amenities of life which may be the
inev i table result 0 f some ph y s ieal-_ injury. "7:2

As with pain and suffering it is virtually im~Qssibl~
to give clear guidance on amounts to be awarded
for loss of ammenities, since here awards vary ~ith
the particular injury, the particular circumstances
and the particular judge. It is useful to attempt
to ascertain the range of awa~ds under this h~ad
refering to case where the plaintiff has been si~cE
he is unaware of his plight, and no award can be
made for physical pain or mental suffering, the
whole nDn-pecunia~y award is attributable to loss

73of a~Enities. In Wise v. Kaye where this was the
positior,£15,OOO W2S awarded for 10s8 of amBni~i2s;
In ~Jest .::!...:..... ~~h~pherd 74 the increase to £17,500 was
based upon the fact that the plaintiff was dimly
aware of what had befallen her.
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The damages awarded for loss of amenities
will depend to some extent to the plaintiff's
expectation of life at the date of the trial. This
applies no less to an unconscious plaintiff than
to a conscious plaintiff. Singleten J. said in
S" d C k" 75lr V. DC lng,

"Just as a consideration of age must be
remembered when arriving at a loss of
earnings in the case of a plaintiff who
can never work again, so it appears to
me, must that element be remembered,
when damages are being assessed for
10s6 of ameniti2s of life ••• "

As loss of amenities and expectation of life
are inter related to some extent, the lattEr is the
next heading to be discussed.

( 3) .b.9 6 s 0 f E x pee tat i eJn 0 f L i f e •

least another eight or nine years. He also found.

In 1934 the court of appeal in Flint------------------- 75
lie LOVEll

decided that the injury of the plaintiff shortenec
his expectation of life. He was entitLed to damage~
in resp~ct of this shortening, thus estabrishing
a hEad of damage since known as "loss of expectation
o r 1i f E • 1: :i nth is cas e the t ria 1 j u d9e f0U n d t hat
the hEalthy sixty nine year old plaintiff, in the
Drdi~=ry CaUGE of Events could have lived for at

that as R result of his injuries the plaintiff ~aG
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unlikely to live more than a year. The judge
therefore awarded £4,000 general damages which no
doubt included a considerable amount, fDr: loss of
expectation of life, which formerl~ probably always
formed an implicit part of the damages for non-
pecuniary losses awarded in personal injury caSES
being in effect incorporated into thE general
recovery for pain and suffering. This case therefore
gave loss of expectation of life a seperate

. 77eXlstence. In Rose v. Ford the House of Lords
decided that the damages for loss oT expectation of
life could be awarded and did award £1,000 to the
plaintiff under the Law Reform (miscellaneous
provisions) Act 1934, but their lordships expressly
left open the question of the proper measure of
damage in claims of this nature.

Until Benham v. Gambling79 awards of damages
for loss of expectation of life had Varied
enermouslv. The House of Lords in Benham v. Gambling
which was also a claim under the law Reform Act
in effect decided that only moderate awards should
be made under this heao. The effect of the case was
to cut down every substanciallv the awards for
loss of expectation of life in the case of the
deceased victims; the H~use in BEnham v. Gambling>
itself substituting for a figure £1,200 an award of
£200. The real rEason for Drescribing such moder.atp.
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curtailawards was to . by a process of judicial
ligislature, the spate of litigation set off by a
combination of the provisions of the law Reform
(miscellaneous provisions) Act 1934 as to survival
of the actions and the House of Lords even decision

79in Rose v. Ford whereby the ~state of the
deseased person reaped the benefit of a non-pecuniary
loss basically personal to the deceased himself.
The House of Lords in Benham v. Gambling was
really required, within the framework of precedent,
to say the same thing for actions by living plainti~s,
for logically there can be no distinction where
the standard is set as an objective one, between
the amount awarded to the estate of the deseased
person. Indeed in Oliver v. Ashman~O. "Pearce L.J.
said that there was "no distinction between damages
for loss of expectation of life awarded to a living
plaintiff and those awaTded to the executioners of

d 81 ~. I'D ~ th . htl t t d .a dea man. "Ln rd ev i n us rlg - y s a e rn
West v. Shepherd8~hat Benham v. Gambling83 "was intended
to set and has set a standard of uniformity of the
assessment of damage for the loss of expectation of
life where there is no mental suffering.1I
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The relevant principles were stated by
Viscount Simon L.e. in Beham v~ Gambling thus;

"In the first place, I am of opinion that
the right conclusion is not to be reached
by applying what may be called the statistical
or actual test ••• the thing to be valued
is not the prospect of length of days but
the prospect of a predominantly happy life.
The age of the individual may, in some cases
bea relevant factor. For example, in
extreme old age the hunting of what life
may be left, may be relevant, but as it
seems to me, arithmetical calculations are
to be awarded only for the reason that it
is of no assistance to know how many years
may have been lost, unless one knows how
ton put a value in the years~ It would be
fallacious to assume, for this purpose that
all human life is continuuously an enjoyable
thing, so that the shortening of it calls
for compensation to be paid to the deseased's
estate on a quantative basis. The ups
and downs of life, its pains and sorrows
as well as the joys and pleasures - all that
makes up life's fitful fever - have to
be allowed for in the estimate in essessing
damages for shortening of life, therefore,
such damages should not be calculated
solely or even mainly, on the basis of the
length of the life that is lost ew~ The
question thus resolves itself into that
of fixing a reasonable figure to be paid
by way of damages for the loss of a measure
of prospective, happiness. Such a problem
might seem more suitable for discussion
in an essay in Aristotelian ethics than in
the judgment of a court of la~, but in
view of the earlier authorities we must
do o~r best to contribute to its so10tion.
The learned j~d;2 observed that the earlier
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decusions quoted to him assumed that
human life is on the whole good. I w6uld
rather say that, before damages are awarded
in respect of the shortened life of a given
individual under this head, it is necessary
for the court to be satisfied that the
circumstances of the individual life were
calculated to lead in balance, to a positive
measure of happiness, of which the
victim has been deprived through the
defendant's negligence. If the character
or habits of the individual were calculated
to lead him to a future of unhapiness or
dispondency that would be a circumstance
justifying a smaller award. As Lord Wright
said in Rose v. Ford special cases suggest
themselves where the termination of a life
of constant pain and suffering cannot be
regarded as inflicting injury or at any
rate as inflicting the same injury as in
more normal cases. I would further lay it
down that, in assessing damages for this
purpose, the question is not whether the
deseased had: the capacity or ability to
appreciate that his further life or earth
would bring him happinessG The test is
not subjective and the right sum to be
awarded depends on an obl~ctive estimate
of what kind of future life the victim
might have enjoyed whe~her he had justly
estimated that future or not. Of course,
no regard must be had to financial losses
or gains during the period of which the
victim has been deprived. The damages are
in respect of loss of life, not of loss
of future pecuniary prospects.

The main reason, I think, why the
apprepriate figure of damages should be
reduced in the case o~ a very young child
is th2t there is necess&rilly so much unce~-
tainty about the child's future that no
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confident estimate of the prospective
happiness can be made. When an individual
has reached an age to have settled prospects - I
having passed the risks and uncert~inties
of childhood and having in some degree
attained to an estiblished character and
to firmer hopes - his or her future becomes
mere definate and the extent to which good
future may probably attend him at any rate
becomes less incalculable. I would add
that in the case of a child, as in the
case of an adult, I see no reason why the
proper sum to be awarded should be greater
because the social position in prospects

worldly possession are greater in one
case than another. Lawyers and judges
may here join hands with moralists and
philosophers and declare that the degree
of happiness to be obtained by a human being
does not depend on wealth or status.

It remains to observe as Goddard L.J.
pointed out, that, stripped of technicalities,
the compensation is not being given to the
person who was injured at all, fer the person
who is injured is dead. The trutry of course
is that in putting a mon6y value on the
prospective balance of happiness in years
that the deseased might otherwise have
lived, the jury or judge in fact is
attempting ~o equate inco~~en3urablese
Damages that would be proper for a disabling
injury may well be much greater for
deprivation of life. These considerations
lead me to the conclusion that in assessing
damaoes under this head whether in the case
of a child or an adult, very rr.oderatefigures
should be chosen. While noble and learned
friend Lord hoche was well advised when
he printed out in ~OS2 v. Ford the danger
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of this head of claim becoming undully
prominent and leading to inflation of
damages in cases which do not really
justify a large awrd.

My Lords, I believe that we are all agreed
in thinking that t~e proper figure in the
case would be £200 and that even this amount
would be excessive if it were more favourable •

.In reaching this conclusion, we are in substance
correcting the methods of estimating this head of
loss, whether in the case of children or adults, which
have grown up in a series of earlier cases, and
which Asquith J. naturally followed and are
acquiring a standard of measurement which, had
it been applied in these cases would have led at
any rate in many of them~ to reduced awards.
I trust that the views of this house expressed
in dealing with the present appeal, may help to
put a line or standard of measurement than has
hitherto prevailed for what is incapable of
being measured in coin of the realm with any
app:.:-oachto real accuracy."84

In this speecr. the principles which should
govern the assessment are fully laid down. The pri~e
factor to be kept in mind is that what has to be valued
is "the prospect of a "predominantly happy life," what
has to be fixed is "a reasonable figure to be paid by

way of damages for the loss of a measure of prospective
happiness ••• " If the character or habits of the
individual were calculated to lead him to a future of
unhappiness or d~spondency, that would be a circumstan=e
for justifying a smaller award. In one case the court
reduced what would ot~erwise have been its award
because the deceased had led the life of a criminal
and consequently, in the assumption of the court, an
unhappy ones Under this head of damages, the test mus=
be objective nut subjective and the damages are in re.s:::ect
of loss o~ life not of future pecuniary prospests and
wealth an d social s t.a tu s must be ignored because
happiness d02S net necessarilly depend on t~em.
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With rare except.Loris pounds 200 Has taken as tr.e

invariable figure for the ordinary adult death, as the
r-ecogni sed amount awar-ded in Benhamv. Gamb l i.ng, HOI.,·evE.-:',
in Naylor v. Yorkshire El~ctricity Board 85 the amount

was raised to pound 500 t~ca.use the deceased Has not a (:Jild

and further increased the sum taking into account a quart,er of

a century ' s inflation of the currency. The result of tr.i.s

decision of the House of Lords to raise the amount because of

inflation is that the conventional sum to be awarded st.ends

today at pounds 500. "Except for the extremities of chEdhood

and old age prospective length of years makes no differE:1ce.

The sum of pounds 500 as a standard for cornpensat i.on

for loss of expectation of life, has been f'o.lLos.ed in

East Africa. bThe case of S. A. Hemvoodv. D. A. N~urnof:
wher-eby t.....ir-s, Henwood lost her husband f'or a few r.onths o..e

the negligent driving of the defendant is not ab~e in th-::

fact that the pounds 500 awar-ded under the Law Reform Ac:

1846 - 1908 Has not challenged by either par-ty i!'! the

court of' appeal.

t~

(4) Lo~:;sof SOC;~Lety<?f~p,:)~se 0:' Child:

Today , this head of damages is r-ecover-ed only for the 105s of
con20['tuir:] of a T,;ife, fr::x: its social as oppo.ssec to ::..ts f'Lnanc.La I

aspect in a husban:i's actio:; per Quod CGnsort~im A..mis:.t.
P.7

Lord Port.er in Best 'If. Fox st.a ted the pr-esent posiLon thus:
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"Today the damages which a husband
receives for injury to his wife are
commonly measured by his expenses,
whether for medical treatment of the
wife or in payment for household
services which her injuries prevent
her from performing, and little if anv
attention is paid to a loss of conso~tium
which involves other considerations
beyond those two. The expenses so
recovered by the husband fall upon him
whereas his wife does not incur any
similar liability and therefore it is
natural that he should recover ~nd
she should not."

A wife is not entitled similarly to claim
for loss of consortium of her husband, nor may a
parent claim for loss of society of his or her child
in the action per quod servitum amisit and even in
the husband's claim the consortium aspect is proba~ly
of little importance today.

The action per quod servitum amisit may be
defined briefly thus; it is a tort to the husband
parent or master for a defendant to act so as to
deprive him of the services, and also in the first
case of the consertium, of his wife, child or
servant respectively in circumstances where the
action is also a tort to the wife child or servant.
As such in the pasts torts infringing family
relationships provided a head of damages for recovery
by the plaintiff for the loss of the society of
his or her spouse or child butj with the abolition
of these torts, today they are under this head~
the husbands action per quod consortium ami sit.



In assessing damages for non-pecuniary
loss it has been held to be irrelevant that the
plaintiff would be unable to enjoy the damages
personally because the gravity of the injuries
here made him powerless to dispose of them. This

88was first decided in Wise v. Kaye and was
subsequently endorsed by the majority of the
House of Lords in West v. Sheoherd~89 Lord Moris
here said:

"if damages are awarded to a plaintiff on
correct bases, it seems to me that it can
be of no concern to the court to consider
any question as to the use that will .
thereafter be made of the money awarded.
It follows that if damages are assessed on
a correct basis there should not then be
a paring down of the award because of
some thought that a particular plaintiff
would not be able to use the money~1I90

out
Through/this discussion on personal injurys

we have seen that the law tries as much as possible
to take into account injuries incurred by the plaintiffsv
A uniform standard of precedence is thus maintained
in both pecuniary and non-pecuniary losses, as
regards compensation is concerned.
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CHAPTER FOUr<:

Loss of or Damage to P ro~£ty:..

Loss or damage to goods is an actual
taking of, or any direct and immediate injury to
goods in the possession of the plaintiff, as
stated in Bullen & Leake's Pleadinos:.. -

"The plaintiff in an action of trespass
must at the time of the trespass have
the present possession of goods, either
actual or constructive, or a legal
right to the immediate possession (as,
eog. a bailor in the case of a bailment
determinable at his will) which is said
in the case of personal property to
draw to it the possession.1I91

But as in the case of trespass to land, any kind
of possession is good against a wrongdoer. A

reversioner cannot sue in trespass, though he
may bring an action of cause for any permanent
injury to his reversionary interest~

Property by its nature can be devided into
two categories; movable chattels and immovable
chattels. In the former are included ships, cars,
furniture or stocks or shares and these are
subject to the torts of conversion and detinue.
In the latter 'land' is the best example and is
s~bjQct to t~e to~t of trespass.

1. ChFlttc-ls:
"'irespass to chattels is actionable I,..,ithout

prcof of ?ctual damage 2nd a pl~int1ff j~ at least
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entitled to norminal damages for any unauthorised
direct physical interference with chattels in his
possession,,,92 as stated in Isaack v. Clarke. A
stress on value runs through the cases on damage
to property, a stress which is not found in the
other branches of the law of damages. Depending
on the circumstances, value can be interpreted into
various ways: sometimes it connotes 'exchange value,'
the purchasing power which a chattel confers on its
owner, measured in terms of what other commodities
you may obtain in exchange~ Value may be an
estimate of how much money could be in exchange
for certain goods:

The value of a property to its owner is
identical in amount with the adverse
value of the entire loss and indirect
that the owner might expect to suffer
if he were deprived of his property.

Despite these varying meanings of value the courts'
attitude to the interpretation of value has
always been the 'standard market value, thus, all
these difficulties are avoided. vJhere the goods
have been destroyed, for instance the normal
measure of damages is the amount by which its
value has been diminished, and in the case of
ships and other chattels, this will always be
ascertained by reference to the cost of repair,
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but if the repair serves only partially to make
good the damage inflicted, the plaintiff can recover
both the cost of repairs and the outstanding
diminision in value. Where the goods still exist
and have been restored to the plaintiff, but.have
depreciated in value, the measure of damages is the
extent to which they have depreciated.

(a) Negligence:

In cases where a chattel has been damaged
by negligence, the owner of the chattel or any
other person entitled to sue may recover the cost of
repairing it, and the difference, if any, between
the value of the chattel before it was damaged and
its value after repair. If the chattel was
damaged beyond repair, its value is recoverable,
and this is ordinarilly the market price of a
similar article. This point is illustrated by

93the case of Darbishire v. Warren. Here, the
plaintiff's car was damaged by the negligence of
the defendant. The vehicle having been badly
damaged, the plaintiff was warned that it was
uneconomical to have it repaired~ Nevertheless}
he spent £192 for its repair while, his car's
value was about £85 at the time of the accident or,
another similar ~ake fou~d in the market CGuld
be valued at the range between £85 and £100.
The plaintiff's insurance co~pany compensated
him with £60 for the value of the car. Therefore
he brought an action to claim the amount between
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the insurance compensation and the one he used
to repair his car. In defence the defendant
contended that the rules of mitigation could
appropriately be applied against the plaintiff.
In this principle, it is the duty of the plaintiff
to take all reasonable steps to mitigate the
loss he has sustained consequent upon the wrongful
act in respect of which he sues and he cannot
claim as damages any sum which is due to his
own neglect. The duty arises immediately a
plaintiff realises that an interest of his has
been injured by a breach of contract or a tort and
he is then bound to act as best as he may, not only
in his own interest but also in those of the
defendant. He is however, under no Obligation
to injure himself, his character, his business~
or his property to reduce the damages payable
by the wrong doer. He need not spend money to
minimise the damages or embark on dubious litigation.
Nevertheless, the burden of proof of mitigation is
upon the defendant.

In tort cases, a defendant may, to diminish
the damages show that the plaintiff has not
done his best tc minimise his loss or that the
loss has been increased or affected by some
act or conduct of the plaintiff, Where the defendant
seeks to prove that the plaintiff has himself



increased the damage, the onus is upon him to show
both that the damage has been incregsed by the
plaintiff's by unreasonable conduct and that the
damage would probably have been less if the
plaintiff had acted reasonably. In this case
Pierson L.J. observed:-

"in my view it is impossible to find
from the evidence that the plaintiff took
all reasonable steps to mitigate the loss
or did all that he reasonably could do
keep down the cost. He was fully entitled
to have his damaged vehicle repaired at
whatever cost, because he prefered it.
But he was not justified in charging
against the defendant the cost of repairing
the damaged vehicle wheri that cost was
more than twice the replacement market
value and he had made no attempts to
make a replacement vehicle"94

Infact the defendants submitted,

"it has come to be settled that in
general the measure of damage is
the cost of repairing the damaged
article. But there is an exception
if it can be proved that the cost of
repairs gre3t~y exceeds the valuB in
the market of the damaged article. lhis
arises out of the plaintiff's duty to
minimis2 his damages~g5

Greer L.J. in his judgment said, 'where you are
de3lin~ :.uith g:Jods which can bE readily biJu.;jiltin
the market, a man whose rights have interfered with
is never e~titled to ~ore than whet he would heV2
to pay tD buy a similar article in the market.



That rule has been acted upon over and over
again, and that I think means that, where there
is a market, the man whose rights have been interfered
with is bound to diminish the damages by going into
the market and buying the goods in the market, so as
to put himself in the position in which he would
have been if he had not suffered any wrong at 811. I

Therefore it was held that the damages were to be
assessed on the basis of the market price, not the
higher cost reparing the damaged car, because the
plaintiff had not as between himself and the
defendant slaken all reasonable steps to mitigate
the damage according to the practical business or
economic point of view, 8S the car was not an irrepla-
cable article.

'where the cost of repairs would exceed
the market value of the article and in
the absence of special circumstances, the
reasonable method must be to purchase a
comparable article. By 'market value' in
this connection is meant the price at
which the article before damage, or a
comparable article, would be purchased.
As a rule, the scrap value of the damaged
chattel trust be brought into account but
this is not a factor here."96

Therefore, the contention of the defendants quoting
'Vicant Haldan2 in the case of British Westino House

Electric and Manufacturing Company Ltd. v. Underground
,E 1e cj; rl.eRe ~ 1w a V s ~ 0 m pan y~_L 0 n don L t d • 97
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lithe f undarne.n t.eL basis is that compensatlon
is for pecuniary loss naturally flowing
from the breach; but this first
principle is qualified by a second
which imposes on the plaintiff the duty
of taking all reasonable steps to mitigate
the loss consequent on the breach, and
debars him from claiming any part of the
damage which is due to his neglect to
take such steps." 98 •....as upheld.

On the other hand, where goods have been taken
permanently from the plaintiff, the measure of
damages is their value, as Greer L.J. said in
Dabishire's Case,

"what he is entitled to as damages for
convesion or detention in respect
of the article so detained or converted
and not returned, is the value of
that articleo"99
The cost of replacement may at times be

the market value of a damaged chattel where there
is no market or similar article$
This principle was applied in the case of
Leishosch Dredger v. EdisonS.s.lOO where, the
Edison felled the moarings of the Lisbosch Dredger,
carrying the latter out to the sea where it sunk.
The appellants not being in a good financial
position to buy another Dredger, were c.ompelled to
hire one at a high rate of hire from Italy due to
the threat of their contract being terminated. This
new dredger was more expensive to maintain than the
latter. The Substantial issue here was, what in such
a case as the present would be the true measure of damage?
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The respondents contended that all that
could be recoverable as damages was the true value to
the owners of the lost vessel as at the time and place
of loss. That is, all that was recoverable was the
market price of the dredger together with the cost of
transport to Patras and interesto The appellants
however claimed that, in effect that they should
recover in all the circumstances, in particular
their want of means, must be taken into account and
hence the damages must be based on their actual loss.
In addition they claimed to be also entitled to
damages incurred during the period of inevitable
delay before the substituted dredger could arrive
and start work at Patras. Lord ~ights' opinion as
regards the appellants claim was positive,' "provided
only that they acted reasonably in the unfortunate
predicament in which they were placed even though
but for their financial embarrasment they could
have replaced the Leisbosch at a moderate price
and for comparatively moderate delay .•"lOl Thus,
in his judgment, Lord Right said,

"In my judgment the appellants are not
entitled to recover damages on this
basis. The respondents tortious act
involved the physical loss of the dredger;
that loss must somehow be reduced to
terms of money. But the appellants actual
loss in so fa~ as it was due to their
impecuniarity arose from that impecuniosity
as a seperate and concurrent course,
extreneous too and distinct in character
from the tort. The impecuniosity was
not traceable to the respondents act and
in my opinion was outside the legal
purview of the consequences of these acts.
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The law canr.ot take account of everythir.g
th~t follows a wrongful acte It regards
some subsequent matters as outside the
scope of its selection because it were
infinite for the law to judge the causes
of Causes, or consequences of
Consequences, ••• - in the varied web
of the affairs the law must abstruct
some consequences as relevant not
perhaps on ~rounds of pure logic but
simply fer practical reasons. In the
present case if the appellants
as a censequence of the respondents tort,
I thin~ it as too remote but I prefer to
regare ., an independent course, though
its o~· tive effect was conditioned by
the Lc ; _ of the dredger. "102

Quoting Dr. Lushin~ton in the Columbus Case the
respondents argued,

"The true of law in such case would,
I conceive, be this, Viz, to calculate
the value of the property destroyed at
the time of th~ loss and pay it to the
owner as a full indemnity to them for all
that may have happened without entering
for a moment into any other consideraticnseltl03

However Lord Righ t submi tted, "the true rule s eern s
to be that the measure of d~oages in such case lS
the value of the ship to her owner as a going
concern at the time and place of the less. In
assessing the value regard must naturally be had
to her pending engagertients E:it.he r profi table or the
reverse. The rule, however, obviously requi.res sOc:le

care in its applicatie~; the figure of damage is to
represent the capitalisEd value of the vessel as
a profit earning machine, not in the abstract but
in view of the actual circu~stances. The value of
prospective frights cannot simply be added to t~e
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market value but ought to be taken into account in
order to ascertain the total value for the purpose
of assessing the damage, since if it is merely
~dded to the value of a free ship, the owner will
be getting pro tanto his damages b.;ice over." 104

Therefore, the House of Lords held that
no special loss or extra expense due to the financial
of one or other of the parties would be taken into
account in assessing the damages. They held that
the measure of damages was the value of Liesbosch
to her owners as a profit earning dredger at the time
and place of her loss; and that it should include;
a capital ~um made up (a) the market price on
Nov. 26.1928 of a dredger comparable to the Liesbosch
(b) the cost of adopting the new dredger and of
transporting and insuring her from her moarings
to Patras, and (c) compensation for disturbance and
loss suffered by the owners of Loesbosch in carrying
out their contract during the period between Nov.
23 1928 and the date on which the substituted dredger
could reasonably have been available for use at
Patras including in that loss such items as
overhead charge and expenses of staff ana equipment.

In conclusion therefore, the f£iso~case._105
lays down a signficant principle, in the words of
Greer L.Jo, in Dnrbishires cases "A pla.intiff who is
suffering frem in~rbis.b..l.re~& wrong ccmrru. ttcd by "t.!ie

defendant f~, is entitled in so far as money can do it
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him
to be put/in the same position as if he
had not suffered that wrong, that is
what is refered to as 'restitutio in
integram'106

He further qualifies this rule in Edison's Case
by saying:-

" •• othe owners of the former vessel are
entitled to what is entitled restitutio
in integram, which means that they
should recover such a sum as will replace
them, go far as can be done by compensation
in money, in the same position as if the
loss had not been inflicted on them,
subject to the rule of law as to remoteness
of damage."107

Thus by applying the principle of restitutio in
integram the plaintiff was awarded reasonable damages
that he incurred with the exception of those considered
too remot.e.

'\

brings out almost the same principle as laid down in
Edison's case. The plaintiff lost the original music
scores for her Ochestra. On a claim for loss of
the music, she could not lead evidence of how much
she could have earned from publishing, performing
and mechanical playing rights. The court distinguished

A I' R' ci I 'rt 108near ler case, eaV1S v. an ~lne~_eamers.

her earning capacity from the earning capacity of
the music, for a value of the former would include
the lattere At the same time, it was held that,
if the ochestra could not play until the music could
be replaced, a claim for loss of profits during that
period was valid~
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The wrongful taking of a chattel may
be followed by a wrongful keeping amounting to a
conversion, and where the taking was itself not
wrongful, and so was not a trespass, the detention
may be. Whether the action is trespass, conversion
or detinue, the principles upon which damages for
the wrongful deprivation of chattels are to be
assessed are the same.

(b) Conversion.

In conversion the olaintiff sues inotrespect of the wrongful act!conversion. It is
doubtful whether 'market value' can ever be ignored
where the claim is in tort of conversion, the
explanation being that, since a satisfied judsment
in conversion is in the natu~e of a compulsory transfer
of trtle to tr.edefendant, the defendants liability
therefore 1 is to pay the market price. In action
for conversion the measure of damages is ordinarilly
the value of the goods at t~e date o~ conversion.
Thus, if the goods fall in value after the time of
conversion, the defendant is still liable for the
'market value' at the time of the conversion; But
the only increase in value after the conversion
which can be claimed in conversion, is that which
occurs before the plaintiff ought to have discovered
the conversion and mitigated it by buying a replace-
ment. Therefore, ordinarilly, if the defendant
converts the plaintiff1s goods and he then increases
their value, the plaintiff cannot normally recover
t~at increased value.
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In the circumstances where the defendant
offers and the plaintiff accepts re-deliverly of
goods at any time before the action has proceeded ~o
judgment, this does not go to bar the action but
goes only in reduction or mitigation of the damages.
The plaintiff may proceed for damages resulting
from his being out of possession of the goods and
although he may succeed in recovering only norminal
damages, he is entitled at least to these. However,
since the plaintiff in conversion is suing not
for the goods but for their value, it is logical
that he should be entitled to demand their value
as damages and to reject any offer made by the
defendant before the action is proceeded to judgment,
to return them even though the goods have in no
way deteriorated since the time of conversion.
In an East African case, Abdullah Jaff~r Thawer_~
AL~hibeil~109 Pickering C.J. put it thus,

"it would not S2em possible to reduce
the damages cn the ground that chattels
of value have been returned to the owner"

Here, the appellant in the company of five others
removed the respondent's car by driving it a\oJay
from the sunrise Hotel: Having made use of the car,
the appellants returned it outside the hotel, but
it ~as damaged seriously as a result of the accident
they had encountered. It was held that the plaintiff



was entitled to recover all the special damages,
the defendants having failed to prove their claim
that they had put the plaintiff in restitutio in
integram.

(c) Detinue

In actions of detinue, the judgment is
usually for the return of the chattel detained or
its value together with damages for its detention,
whether or not it has been returned. Where the
goods have fallen in value between the refusal to
return and judgment, the damages for detention will
include the amount of that fall in value. 'I'he
defendant has to pay the plaintiff damages for
detention since he made benefit from the goods.
The general rule that the damages are to be measured
as at the date the wrong or breach of duty occured,
as in conversion, is not applicable in detinue~
The plaintiff here isenti t.Le d to the value of the

goods at the date of the trial, the time of judgment
being the relevant date for assessment. Any
increased value of the property by the defendant is
taken into account at the date of judgment; Lintsky J.
submitted in Munro v. Wilmot~,110 this:-

B •••• when I am asked to give damages
in detinue for the value of a motorcar
as at today and when I find that a
large sum of money has been spent upon
it for the purpose of making it even
saleable, I must take that into account
in assessin0 what is the value of the
property whi cl. the plaintiff has lost .•"Ill
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From the foregoing discussion it appears that the
value of the goods converted or detained is
ordinarilly assessed by reference to their market
value. Where there is no market in the goods, the
value is assessed by the cost of replacing them;
and, if no market exists in which to replace
them, their value is to be fixed at what the plaintiff
could get by sale to a solvent buyer.

A part from the question of the general
value of the goods, the plairitiff may be able to
show that he has suffered special damages by their
conversion or detention. Such damage, if claimed
and if they are reasonably foreseable result of t~e
defendant's unlRwful act, is recoverable. As in
the case of assessment in the general value of the
goods, recovery in respect of particular value to
the plaintiff may depend, it seems, on the -kn owLecqe

of the defendant on that particular value. This
knowledge may, however, be no more than imputed
knowledge & Further, the question of knowledge
becomes irrelevant where the defendant has by
conversion or other certious conduct deprived the
plaintiff of the use of a chattel. Thus, whe!"e
the defendant has detained goods of the plaintiff
normally let out for hire, the plaintiff may
recover the full market rate of hire for the whole
period of det0ntion; and where the defendant has
converted goods of the plaintiff normally used by

the latter in his trade, the plaintiff will recover
loss of trade profits. The conclusion is, therefore,
whether 'Lh~ pLai.n t.Lr f sues in corrver-si.on or detinue,
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he will recover any loss sustained by him which
is attributable to the defendant, save to the
extent of which he .ought to have mitigated that loss.

(d) Loss of Use:

The plaintiff may also recover damages for
loss of use of the chattel while being repaired or
replaced and, in the case of a chattel of Commercial
use or value this will include any loss of profit
resulting directly from his being deprived of its
use. Here, damages for the loss of use will give
compensation for what, apart from uncertain,
speculative or special profits, would otherwise have
been earned by its use during the period ~hen by
reason of the tort, that use was not available
to the person entitled to it, for such is the direct
loss suffered. The plaintiff must show that the
chattel was capable of profitable use, for otherwise,
loss of profit does not enter in as an element of
loss and, where damages are given for loss of
profits, the plaintiff cannot also in respect of the
same period have damages for loss of use. Thus
the damages w.i Ll, normally be such loss in trade
profits as are proved.
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In the case of a chattel which is not
a profit earning chattel, or commercially employed,
the plaintiff is entitled to have as damages for
loss of use the reasonable and proper monetary
equivalent of its wrongful withdrawal. In the
case of chattels, which although not profit
earning or commercially employed, are provided for
the performance of a public service, or other
specific purpose of the owner, the value of the
loss of use during repair of damage or detention
is often, but not always, to be calculated on the
basis of percentage of the capital value of the
chattel when the damage was inflicted or the
detention commenced, acting upon the assumption that
in a well conducted business the machinery engased
will generally be forward in use to be worth
the money spent on it.

Reasonable expenses properly incurred by
the plaintiff in mitigating his loss, such as d

hire charge paid for a temparary substitute is
provided without charge by the defendant, no damages
for loss of use of the damaged chattel are recoverable
so long as the substitute is available. Thuss where
a substitute chattel has been hired to take the
place of a damaged chattel lriQrder to avert or
minimise the loss, the hire paid would prima facie
be the amount of damage sustained9 If no other



chattel would be found to replace the chattel
damaged, the measure of damages is not altered
but the court is deprived of one, possible means
of assessing it. ~here the chattel is one hired
out as a matter of business, the damages are the
normal hire charges for the period.

IM~OVABLE PROPERTY:

(a) Trespass

In an action of trespass to land the
plaintiff is entitled on proof of the trespass to
recover demaqes even when he has not suffered
actual loss, and where actual damage has been
caused he is entitled to a full compensation. If
however by a trespass injury is done to land, the
measure of damages is the depreciation in the
selling value of the land, or in the selling value
of the plaintiff!s interest in it, and not the
amount of money required to put back the land
into its previous condition or the premises into
repair. Thus, the true measure of damages here is
the interest before and after the injury which will
not necessarilly be the same as the cost of
re-instatment~ In addition, where by the tresp~ss
the plaintiff has been wholy deprived of his land,
he is to be compensated according to the value of
his interest; and if he is ~ freeholder entitled to
compensation the damages will be the value of the
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produce of the land during the period of deprivation
subject to deduction for the expense of managem~nt,
or, in the case of permanent deprivation, its
selling value.

(b) Nuisance or Nealigenc~:

Where the injury to land is caused by
nuisance damages will be given for the loss or
inconvenience actually suffered but not normally
for any consequential depreciation of the selling
value of the land, for if the nuisance continues
damages will be recovered in successive actions by
the person entitled to possession the right to
bring such actions ~ccruing with the damage suffered
de di in diem. Similarly where injury to land
results from negligence, the measure of dama~es
is, as a rule, when the plaintiff is in possession
the cost of making good the damage actually done
if that would be the reasonable cause to take,but
where it would not be reasonable to make good the
damage and it is of a permanent character damages
are assessed on the basis of the depreciation in
the value of the property injured.

To conclude, that just as a plaintiff in
'\personal injury can recover damages for the reasonable

loss that he has incurred so also, can he recover
damages inflicted on his property provided that
they are not too remote.
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CHAPTER FIVE:

CONCLUSIONS:

Throughout the discussion that has
preceeded we have observed that a plaintiff, does
usually recover damages for the loss of, or injury
to person and property. This being so in the
absence of special circumstances, it appears that the
courts ordinarilly have a basic creterion for
ascertaining damages. The fundamental principle
by which the courts are guided in awarding damages
gener211y is ~n integram.. It means that
the law will endeavour so far as money can do it
to place the injured party in the same situation
or in the same position he occupied before the
()currence-; of the tort wh I ch adversel y affects him ..
This principle of resti t£.tio provides a rule as to
the measure of damages allowed. It is only adopted
subject to the qualification that the damage must
not be remote. Thus it can be said in general
terms that, in cases arising in tort, only such
damages are recoverable as arise naturally and
directly from the act complained of. The principle

-'~§tt.:ts...tho kj:..!2,te~ is thus largel y t.heo r-et.LcaL,

Nonetheless the measure of damages should, as nearly
as possible adequately compensate the plaintiff
far any injury suffered. When the plaintiff has
suffered damage tc p~operty or pecuniary losst the
compensation can be accurately calculated. However,
compensation awarded to the plaintiff because of
pain orsuftering and loss of expectation of life to
mention only a few, is difficult to calculate.



Normally damages are to be awarded by
reference to the position of the plaintiff on the
date the Commission of the tort, However, if
during the time between the commission of the tort

.and judgment, the value of property has increased,
the tort of conversion and detinue must take this
fact into account when assessing the damage at the
time of judgment.

To summarise, therefore, the measure
of damage is the standard or method of calculation
by which the amount of damages is to be assessed,
having taken into account the kinds of injury or
loss suffered. Where however, injury has been caused
to the plaintiff's credit or reputation and in
particular where the injury has been aggravated
by the cenduct of the wrongdoer, it is not possible
tostanderdizethe calculation of damages, and an award
can only be assessed where evidence proves the actual
loss incurred. In instances where damages are at
large, they must bear a reasonable relationship to
the wrongdoero If the damages are general, must be
pleaded that the damage has been suffered but, the
quantity of the damage is a question to be decided
by the judge. Thus no rigid rule can be laid
down to .apply in all cases. If there is any
special damage attributable to the wrong act, that
special damage must be pleaded and proved, and
if proved awarded.
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The purpose or function of the law of
torts is well stated by C.A. Wright in these words;

"Arising out of the various and ever
increasing clashes of the activities
of persons living in a common society,
carrying on business in competition
with fellow members of that society,
owning property which may in any of
a thousand ways affect the persons
or property of others - in short, doing
all the things that constitute modern
living - there must of necessity be
losses or injuries of many kinds
sustained as a result of the activities
of others. The purpose of the law of
tort, is to adjust these losses and
to afferd compensation for injuries
sustained by one person as a result of
the conduct of another •."112

However, this original aim of the law
of tort failed in one important aspect. This was
in respect of awarding compensation in cases of personal
injuries arising out of accidents on the highways and
in factories. Here, it was not the law of torts
that awarded the remedy, but insurance. This in
itself was made possible thr: 19h the law of tort by
the principle of the shifti~. or distribution of
losses which directly LnvoLves a third party, the
insurance.

Nonetheless, the law of tort endeavours
to maintain its aim in providing social fairness and
protection to the community at large, by one
means or anothero
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If this then is the aim of the law of tort,
its application in Sast Africa at large particularly
Kenya has proved to be problematic. I have tried to
cite Kenyan cases in this paper relevant to the
topic under discussion, but we must remember that
these suits p reoo-ni narrt Ly are brought by the middle
or upper class people of the country. The poor
person in East Africa, with minimal education is
neither aware of his legal right nor even if he did
would not have the financial capacity to file a
suit. Therefore, very few people in this category,
go to the courts for compensation, as they assume
that these mishaps are 'acts of God.' To quote
Cockburn C.J. in Fair v. London and N.W. Railwavll3

a century ago when England faced similar conditions
to Kenya;

"it is very true that these street
accidents seldom come into our courts~
They generally occur to poor persons who
are satisfied with comparatively small
compensation which is readily· given t.hern s "

Ideally every citizen must be aware of
his legal rights, and this can be possible though
the aid of legislation. Goddard J.ll4 saw the
importance of this point when he said,

"The late Swift J. who at the time of r.is
la~ented death, had an unrivaled
experience of t~ese cases, said, on
more than one occassion, using the vigorous
language which characterized him, that
if parliament allowe~ such potentially
dangerous things as motor cars to run
on the public streets, it ought also to
provide that people \"110 were injured by
them, through no fault of their own shouJ.d,
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receive cO~Densation though not
necessarily_ compensation from the
driver if the driver has been guilty of
no negligence."

I wonder whether the aforesaid observat:ons
will ever reach the ears of the legislatOrs. or
even get their attention when it is researched by
scholars, such as the writer, during the course of
normal academic work. Alot more would be achieved
if the legislators took a keen interest in research
findings, as a means of communicating the people's
needs and demands to the legislature rather than
regarding such papers as this, as academic efforts only.
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